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Hospitals
near health
care deal

Murray, KY 42071
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Hazel showing new artistic look

By TOM BERRY
pointed out recent improvements at
face to the downtown area.
District. The city plans to apply for
Sat? Write,
Charlie's Antique Mall and Soda
"A lot of good, neat stuff is going on
about $5,000 in state funding to keep the
AZEL Ky. - Facade painting,
Fountain, Heart of Hazel Antiques,
in Hazel. and it is really appreciated by
paint brushes and aesthetic improveMagnolia Tea Room, La Cocina
construction of gables and other
the city," Vasseur said.
ments in the city on a roll. Art programs
Mexican Restaurant, Blue Moon
Noting planned painting of at least two
By DAVID IMP°
exterior and intenor building
at Murray State University and Murray
Antiques
and
other
businesses
arid
commurals
on
the
extenor
walls
of
Correspondent
city
Special
N)
upgrades by many businesses has downIndependent and Calloway County high
mended owners for giving the city a bit
buildings with the possibility of adding
WASHINGTON (AP) —
town Hazel looking rather artsy lately
schools will be contacted about possible;
of a facelift.
more, the council moved to take advanWith health care legislation at a
1 and the Hazel City Council is taking
projects in the city paid by the grant
Council members noted that other
tage of possible grant funding through
crossroads, the nation's hospi- 1
steps to keep the ball rolling.
businesses have shown a similar interest
the state Arts Build Communities profunding. The city will have to put up at ;
tals are near agreement with a i
During a meeting of the council
in painting the fronts of their stores and
gram suggested by Maly Ann Mecllock
key lawmaker and the White
II See Page 2
other projects that would present a FICW
of the Purchase Area Development
House to pick up part of the cost Monday night, Mayor Kerry Vasseur
of President Barack Obama's
plan for expanded coverage,
officials said Monday.
The precise size of any deal
was not available, although several days ago, talks were
focused in the area $155 billion
over a decade. These officials
said under the emerging agreement, hospitals would accept
lower-than-anticipated
payments under Medicare and
Medicaid, the federal health
care programs for seniors and Special to the Ledger
the poor.
Murray's hospital is adding a
Any agreement involving Sen. service that could save time and
Max Baucus, D-Mont., chair- lives during an emergency.
Medical helicopters transportman of the Senate Finance
Committee, and the White ing patients to and from MurrayHouse would give fresh Calloway County Hospital will
momentum to efforts to write soon have a permanent landing
bipartisan legislation on an site. The new helipad will be a
issue that Obama has placed 50-by-50 square-foot concrete
atop his list of domestic priori- Landing pad that will be located
Just outside of the new
ties.
Obama has said he wants to Emergency Department when
Sign a bill in October that would the expansion is complete in
reduce medical costs and pro- January. The helipad's location
provides direct access to the new
Emergency Room. according to
11 See Page 2
Melony Bray, MCCH director of
Planning
& Marketing.
WEATHER
The landing pad will include
safety measures and comply will
all FAA regulations and requireKYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Tames
ments. Low level lights will be
activated when a helicopter is DORM DESTRUCTION: Demolition of Murray State University's old Lee Clark College continued this week after the asbestos
approaching the landing pad. was abated from the structure. The building will be replaced by a newer structure located north of the new Richmond College
Tommew
Tore
Lights will also be utilized to building and the site of the current building will be left as green space for now.
locate the landing pad at night,
80s
80s
she said.
Currently, patients arriving by
60S
60s
helicopter are transported by
ambulance to the appropriate
of Kentucky's Center for tions to raise money to keep it the state was restoring funding
hospital, and helicopters must By NAW1ONS'TEAGUE
Excellence in Rural Health, alive while hoping to hear better for the rest of the fiscal year.
use the MSU Football Stadium Staff Writer
The state has renewed the serves residents of 58 of the news from Frankfort.
While employees and supporters
Parking Lot which requires
ty The Associated Press
From January until May, the of the program were optimistic,
additional transporting of the Kentucky Homeplace program, state's 120 counties. For approxsunny.
Tuesday Mostly
Homeplace
program there was no guarantee until last
patient. About 50 patients are which helps those without imately $1.9 million, it provides local
Highs in the upper 80s.
health insurance gain access to residents of rural counties with received the $3,000 it takes to week that the funding would be
Ttiowiday night.. Clear. Lows transported by medical helicopter in the course of a year. The affordable prescription drugs close to $30 million in services. the program each month from continued in the 2009-2010 fisIn the mid 60s.
Wednesday.. Mostiy sunny. major benefit to patients is that and other services, for another In January, the program was cut groups like Angel's Attic and a cal year.
because of Kentucky's budget Murray State University youth
Carla Gray,director of the protransport
helicopter
will year.
Highs in the upper 80s.
The state-funded program, woes, causing some Calloway and non-profit leadership class.
Wednesday night.. Mostly
which is run by the University County residents and organiza- In May. it was announced that
III See Page 2
clear. Lows in the upper 60s.
NI See Page 2
Thursday...Mostly
sunny.
Highs in the lower 90s
Thursday night Mostly clear.
Lows around 70.
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Homeplace program renewal to benefit county
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in them contained anthrax.
Tests showed
there were no
harmful substances.
The newspaper reported no
spokesman
was available at Whitfield
the prison to
confirm information about the
inmate, including his name.
Letters were received Monday
at federal courthouses in
London.
ana
Frankfort
Pikeville. They also were sent to
the offices of U.S. Reps. Brett

Whitfield office
among those
to receive item

512 0.41h St.

NO INJURIES: A non-injury accident was reported on Magness Road Monday afternoon.
Charlotte Tune, of Almo, and her 15 year-old son were traveling east when the car dropped
off the right side of the road and Tune overcorrected, flipping the Ford Escort she was driving.
Tune is a carrier for the Murray Ledger & Times. Both driver and passenger were wearing their
seat belts, according to Kentucky State Police reports.

FRANKFORT, K. (AP) -Letters that threatened federal
offices around Kentucky contained a powdered artificial
sweetener and are believed to
have been sent by a prison
inmate.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
quoted U.S. Marshal Mike
Klein saying he understood
between 25 and 50 of the letters
were mailed by an inmate at the
Big Sandy federal prison in
Martin County
The letters stated the powder
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Kentucky

News in Brief
Beshear wants movies made in Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API -- Citis Steve Beshear is touting legislation that he hopes will result in more movies being made in
Kentucky
The
governor actually signed the legislation into law last month.
But he and others will appear on Tuesday at the Keeneland horse
track in Lexington for the ceremonial signing.
The event is set for 11:30 a.m. EDT.
Among other things, the legislation offers tax breaks to film
crews that do work in Kentucky. Film, commercial and documentary producers could be eligible. Things such as set construction.
wardrobe, food and accommodations would also be eligible.

Stimulus money helps Kentucky go green
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) — The federal government is shelling
out the green to help the Bluegrass go green.
The state will receive $49 million in stimulus money as part of
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. The initiative is
part of the government's efforts to advance energy efficiency and
renewable energy initiatives.
About $28 million will go toward the state's weathenzation program. Weatherization projects allow low-income families to save
money by making their homes inore energy efficient.
The remaining $21 million will go to the State Energy Program,
which focuses on energy saving and job creation.

State getting $27 million for road repairs
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — The feds are sending $27 million to
Kentucky to help pay for repairs to the state's transportation system after last winter's devastating ice storm.
U.S. Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood announced the funding Monday.
LaHood said the money is part of a $201 million appropriation
from the Federal Highway Administration that's being made available to 15 states to pay for repairs to transportation infrastructure
damaged by storms, flooding and other natural disasters.
Under the program, Kentucky will be reimbursed for repairs to
highways, bridges and other roadway structures such as traffic signals and signs, guardrails and lighting.
The money also can help pay the cost of debris removal, key in
Kentucky because the ice storm blocked highways across the state
with fallen trees.

Holiday house fire claims fifth victim
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Victims of a pre-dawn house fire
July Fourth that killed three children and two adults apparently
didn't hear a second-story smoke detector, and investigators were
trying to find out what happened to another detector once installed
as part of a fire safety program, a Louisville fire official said
Monday.
The investigation into the holiday tragedy continued as the
Jefferson County coroner's office said a 10-month-old boy became
the fifth victim.
It could take weeks for investigators to determine a cause due to
"the nature of the incident," Sgt. Salvador Melendez, spokesman
for Louisville Fire & Rescue, said by phone Monday.
"Right now, everything is being considered," Melendez said. "So
nothing is being ruled out."
Investigators found a working smoke detector on the second
floor, but it apparently didn't alert at least seven people asleep in
the two-story house when the fire erupted early Saturday.
•

Judge refuses to dismiss indict:tient
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-- A federal judge has refused to dismiss an indictment in Kentucky's high-profile bid-rigging case.
U.S. District Judge Karl S. Forester ruled Monday that the case
would continue despite claims by defense attorneys of "vindictive
prosecution."
Highway contractor Leonard Lawson, former Transportation
Ses,itary Bill Nighbert and Lawson aide Brian Billings are
accused of conspiring to steer about $130 million worth of highway construction contracts to Lawson's companies.
All have entered not guilty pleas.
Defense lawyers claimed in a motion that prosecutors had violated the defendants' rights by obtaining a superseding indictment
that restructured the charges.
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From Front
gram in Calloway County, said
she was very excited to have the
funding to continue for at least
another year. She said it was difficult to say how many locals
rely on the Homeplace because
some people are regulars while
others come to her only once or
twice.
"We're very thrilled and hopefully, (the program) will stay
where it's at." she said.
Donna Herndon was one of
the local advocates who helped
raise awareness of the program's benefits after its funding
was cut. She said she was thankful and relieved when she heard
last week that the funding was
budgeted for the current year.
She said she hoped to make sure

Guthrie, John Yarmuth, Geoff
Davis and Ed Whitfield.
Guthrie spokesman Nate
Hodson said a staffer in the
Bowling Green office opened
one of the letters and immediately called authorities. Hodson
said the first line of that letter
said the envelope contained
anthrax.
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Davis
spokeswoman
Alexandra Haynes said a similar
letter arrived at the Fort
Mitchell office. She said the letter apparently was sent by a
prison inmate. She didn't know
which prison.
Yarrnuth spokesman Trey
Pollard said the letter to the
Louisville congressman was
given to the FBI.

interest.
• Veterans of Foreign Wars
Post 6291 is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. Thursday, July
9, at the National Guard
Armory on Ky. 121 North.
Post Commander Dave Foley
said member votes are needed to elect new officers for
the coming year and all members are urged to participate.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
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it would continue in the future.
"We're going to keep it on the
front burner," she said. "I think
that's the only way we've been
able to be sure that the funding
is maintained."
Herndon said many who relied
on Kentucky Horneplace across
the state had prayed for it to
come back. She said it not only
improves quality of life, but also
saves lives. She said she also
wanted to emphasize that she
thought local activism played a
major role in bringing the program back.
"If it weren't for support from
people here in Calloway
County, I don't think it would
have been reinstated statewide,"
she said.

Teen Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Independent
Board of Education is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. on
Thursday. July 9, in the central office boardroom of the
Carter Administration Building on S. 13th Street. On the
agenda for the meeting are
reports from various schools
and departments, closure of
boiler installation at Murray
High School, an update on
board policy and procedures
and other items of public

Mrs. Pa

KYSER LOUGH/LedgeA Times
TRUCK FUP: Recent storms around Murray brought gusts
Of wind strong enough to topple two empty 15,000-pound
trailers on the PTL lot. No other damage to PTL property was
reported.

arouse4murrayledger.com
editor4Pmurrayledger.com
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least $2,500 cash and in-kind
efforts totaling the same
amount.
But it's more than just a coat
of paint.
In the past couple of years.
exterior gable and benches, a
new facade and an expanded
floor space has been added at
Charlie's Antique Mall along
with construction of a new
apartment complex at the former Tooter's. Heart of Hazel
Antiques has been renovated
inside and now includes a
1950s style soda fountain with
more plans brewing. LaCosina
has recently been painted and a
new mural has been proposed
by Magnolia Tea Room proprietors. Some new shops have
opened and storefront improvement planning has even been
discussed by Hazel Tire
Service, according to Vasseur.
Other plans are in the works,
including the construction of a
rodeo facility at State Line
Ranch and Home.
In other business, Vasseur
announced that MurrayCalloway County Hospital's
Medical Express would begin
visiting Hazel soon providing
medical services to patients that
may have a difficult time coming to Murray.
The service would also
include help with obtaining
prescription medications if
needed. Up to 16 patients per
day could take advantages of
the service. When available, the
services would be scheduled

from 8 a.m. until about 4 p.m.
Also, council members
approved, on second reading, a
$85,765 budget proposal for
2009-2010. The city expects to
collect about $34,800 in property taxes, $8,400 on automobiles. $7,700 on telecommunications and about $4,000 in
interest and various income
sources. However expected
expenses include $13,400 for
utilities, $8,430 for insurance,
$9,650 for public safety contract with the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department and
$5,200 for sanitation among
other debits totaling $85,642.
Salaries for council members
and the city clerk was listed at
$7,560. The city expects a
budget surplus of $123.
Hazel is also expected to
receive about $7,300 in state
road aid during the year. With a
beginning balance of $76,200
and about $60,000 allocated to
pave about one mile of roadway during the coming year.
Vasseur projected a year-end
municipal road aid surplus of
$23,000. However, the paving
work may cost the city more
than anticipated and the bottom
line may be smaller.
Income projected for the
city's fire fund budget was estimated at $14,400 from property
and tangible taxes as well as
interest income. However projected expenses for the year including $8.000 for the possible purchase of a brush truck was listed at $10,900 leaving
$3,500 at the end of the year.

II Hospital helipad
From Front

another facility."

"Also benefiting will be those
decrease the transfer time
between facilities, thus allowing premature and critical newborns
additional time for patient care requiring
rapid transport to
in a critical situation. Bray
neonatal
intensive
care units,"
added.
According
to
Steve said Jeanne Mathis. Director of
McCuiston, M.D., Director of
Critical Care Services.
Emergency
Department,
For more information on the
"Having a permanent hospital
helipad at Murray-Calloway helipad at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital further streamCounty Hospital, contact the
lines our emergency transport
process and ensures the safety MCCH marketing department at
of patients needing a transfer to (270) 762-1381.
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Dr. Marty Wynn
is pleased to announce that he has joined
the staff at
in Paducah, Kentucky.
Cali 270-898-9738,
or stop by the office,
located at

200 Eagle Nest Drive,
Paducah, KY 42003,
to make your appointment.
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From Front

Hostage in standoff released,'rasped wounded
LOUISVLLLE., Ky.(AP)-- Police in the Louiss•ille suburb of
Jeffersontown say the suspect in a hostgage-taking incident apparently shot himself after releasing another man unharmed.
Major Chris McIntire said Tuesday that the incident ended at
3:36 a.m. after the suspect quit talking to hostage negotiators.
McIntire said members of the Metro Louisville Police SWAT
team heard a single gunshot and the hostage walked out of a
building at a custom cabinet manufacturing plant unharmed.

INN

II Health care deal ...
Bau‘us said in a bnef interview last month he was negotivide coverage to nearly 50 mil- ating with several health care
lion uninsured Amehcans.
industries in a search for money
BaUCUS and the White House
to cover the cost of legislation.
reached agreement with the which is expected to reach $1
drug companies two weeks ago trillion.
for pharmaceutical firms to
Elizabeth Lietz, a spokesspend $80 billion over a decade, woman for the Amencan
divided between closing a cov- Hospital Association, said the
erage gap under Medicare and group is "talking with folks on
defraying part of the cost of pro- health care reform, including
viding health care to millions the Finance Conunittee and the
who lack it.
White House and other groups.
Last week, Wal-Mart, the But at this time we have nothing
nation's largest private employ- to report."
er, gave a boost to the White
The nation's 624 Catholic
House when it announced sup- hospitals are also involved in
port for a requirement on large the discussions. A spokesman,
firms to offer health coverage to Fred Caesar, also declined comtheir work force.
ment.
Several officials said no final
Under legislation taking shape
agreement with the hospitals in the House as well as the
had been sealed. But they added Senate, millions of uninsured
that a formal announcement Americans would receive covcould come as early as erage over the next few years,
Wednesday at the White House creating a huge new pool of cuswith Vice President Joseph tomers — and possible source
Biden attending in place of of income — for hospitals, drug
Obama, who is overseas. The companies, doctors and insurofficials, who have been closely ance companies. As a result,
following the negotiations, these industries are under presspoke on condition of anonymi- sure to give up some of the fees
ty, citing the confidential nature they are scheduled to receive
of the discussions.
under the current system.
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Pope: new financial system
guided by ethics, not profit

Obituaries
Ms. Peggy Sin Carrel
The funeral for Ms Peggy Sue CalT011 will be Wednesday at I
p.m in the chapel of J.H Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. John
Fredrick and Bro. Bill Stockwell will officiate. Bunal will follow in
the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral
home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Ms. Carroll, 63, Midway Road. Murray, died Sunday. July 5,
2009, at 7 a.m at her home. She had mired from Mattel of Murray
after 25 years and was a member of the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's
Witness, Born Aug. 30, (945, in Murray, she was the daughter of the
late Johnie and Velma Phillips Carroll. A brother-in-law. Unice
Coles, preceded her in death.
Survivors include one sister, Joan Coles. Murray; two nieces,
Dwarua Edwards and husband, Alan, Hardin, and Miranda McBnde,
Murray; one nephew, Harry Coles, and one great-rucce, Rochelle
Edwards, both of Murray: uncle, Robert McDermott. Hazel; several
aousins.

Mrs. Paulus Udell
A graveside service for Mrs. Pauline Uden will be held at a later
date in Napoleon. Mich. Churchill-Imes Heritage Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
wwwimesmillercotn.
Mrs. Uden, 87, Breezeway Drive. Almo, died Fnday, July 3.
2009, at 5:35 p.m. at her home.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Franklin Uden, and two
brothers, Bill and Wayne Frysinger, Born Oct. 22, l921, in Beulah,
Mich., she was the daughter of the late William Dale and Lydia
'Carpenter Frysinger. She was of Methodist faith.
Survivors include one daughter, Bonnie Sheldon and husband,
Donald, Almo; two sons, Franklin Lee Uden Sr. and wife, Claudia
Jean, Knoxville, Tenn., and Larry Uden, Traverse City, Mich.; one
brother, Wilbur Frysinger, Santa Clara, Calif.; one sister. Jeannie
Mesa. San Jose, Calif.; six grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren
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Mrs. Mame Katherine Banks
No services for Mrs. Mayne Katherine Banks are scheduled at
this time. Imes-Milier Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom.
Mrs. Banks, 62, Murray, died Monday, June 29, 2009, at 5:23
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of the Church of the Living God. One brother, Melvin Cavitt, preceded her in death. Born Dec. 8, 1946, she was
the daughter of the late Tilly Brown Cavitt and Fleda Mae Ray
Cavitt.
Survivors include her husband, Eugene Banks; two sons, Craig
Armstrong and Joseph Cavitt. Murray; one stepson, George
Armstrong Jr., Memphis, Tenn.; two daughters, Kelli Weahunt and
Lulu Cannon. Shelbyville, Tenn.; foster daughter, Bobbie Jean
Cashier, Michigan; three sisters, Teresa Cavitt Johnson. Debra
Cavitt Byars and Gloria Cavitt, all of Murray; 11 grandchildren; one
great-grandchild; host of cousins, nephews and nieces.
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Joe Alan Ford
No services for Joe Alan Ford are scheduled. Visitation was
Sunday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Collier Funeral Hume of Benton.
Mr. Ford, 52, Benton. died Friday. July 3, 2009, at Marshall
County Hospital, Benton. His father, Cliff Ford, preceded him in
death.
Survivors include his wife, Kathy Ford; his mother. Lucille
Poweel Young. Kuttawa; one daughter, Jill Ford Arrechaga, and one
son. Chad Ford, both of Dexter; one brother. Stevie Ford, Benton;
four grandchildren. Memphis Ford, Justis Ford, Tristian larrechaga
and Shallen Arrechaga, all of Dexter.

Obama: U•S•,, Russia not
destined to be enemies
MOSCOW (AP)-President
Barack Obama, working to
warm U.S. relations with
Russia, met for the first time
today with Prime Minister
Vladimir Putin and told college
students that the two countries
are not "destined to be antagonists."
"The pursuit of power is no
longer a zero-sum game,"
Obama said, speaking in the
Russian capital to graduates of
the New Economic School but
also hoping to reach the whole
nation. "Progress must be
shared."
°barna used his speech to
further define his view of the
United States' place in the world
and, specifically, to argue that
his country shares compelling
interests with Russia.
"Let me be clear: America
wants a strong, peaceful and
prosperous Russia," he declared
in his speech, not long after
. holding talks with Putin. The
prime minister said: "With you,
we link our hopes for the furtherance of relations between
our two countries."
Obama's upbeat comments to
students at the New Economic
School came on the second day
of his summit in Russia, where
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polls show people are wary of
the
United
States and taking a skeptical
measure
of
Obama
himself. Putin hosted Obama for
talks at his
home outside
Obama
Moscow, where
the atmosphere seemed cordial.
Before leaving for Russia,
Obama had said that Putin had
"one foot in the old ways of
doing business and one foot in
the new." But after his meeting
with the Russian leader, he said:
"I found him to be tough, smart
shrewd , very unsentimental,
very pragmatic. And on areas
where we disagree, like Georgia.
I don't amicipate a meeting of
the minds anytime soon."
In his speech, Obama said the
interests of Russia and the
United States generally coincide
in five key areas: halting the
spread of nuclear weapons, confronting violent extremists,
ensuring economic prosperity,
advancing the rights of people
and fostering cooperation without jeopardizing sovereignty.
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Republican turmoil hits
key presidential states

joined

DES MOINES.Iowa(AP)Social conservatives In Iowa
and New Hampshire already
were reeling from scandals surrounding two Republicans
thought to be considenng White
House runs when Alaska Gov.
Sarah Palm n shocked the party by
announcing her resignation.
Now they aren't sure what to
think in the early presidential
voting states.
"You have to wonder who
will be the standard-bearer for
social conservatives in 2012,"
said veteran Republican strategist Bob Haus. "If they are
going to talk the talk, they better
walk the walk. Anyone who
comes in and claims that mantle
had better be pretty clean."
Admissions of extramarital
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affairs by South Carolina Gov.
Mark Sanford and Nevada Sen.
John Ensign would seem to have
ended any presidential ambitions.
Patin is popular among the
social conservatives who dominate Iowa's Republican caucuses and could get a huge boost
from the state should she seek
the nomination, but her resignation complicates things.
"She has some work to do to
convince people they can trust
her," Haus said. "Unfortunately
it's all self-inflicted."
Maintaining good standing in
Iowa is especially important if
Palin seeks the presidency
because her stances line up well
with the state party's social conservatism.

Pahl IliNuorv
Mr. Raphael N. Coal, CLU
Raphael McKinley Coel was born May 17, 1924. He was the only
child of McKinley and JoAnne Cod and the descendent of Algeon
and Frankie Thompson of
North Carolina. He attended
high school in both Duplin
and Elizabeth City, North
Carolina before attending the
North Carolina College for
Negroes which is now North
Carolina Central University
in Durham, North Carolina.
His education was interrupted by World War II where he
was in the Army Air Corps.
Upon his discharge in 1946
with medals, he moved to
Philadelphia. His family
migrated to the city after his father passed away.
Raphael (or "Ray' as his wife decided to call him), worked at
night at the United States Post Office while finishing his education
at the Kerpel School of Dental Technology where he completed his
degree to be a dental technician. It was during this time that he met
Julia Echols of Baltimore, Maryland who was a graduate student in
secondary education at the University of Pennsylvania.
On June 13, 1953, they were married. After ten years of marnage,
they were blessed to have their only child Crystal Rae who was born
May 14, 1963. When Crystal was five, they purchased a home in
Haverford Township, a suburb of Philadelphia After moving to
Havertown. Raphael retired front serving in the post office and pursued a lucrative career with the Prudential Insurance Company of
America. In 1971, Ruben Miller, who was the first African
American to be promoted to the corporate office, recognized Ray for
his outstanding ability to motivate others, manage daily operations
and increase profits. With the support of Mt. Miller and John
Colella, Ray was promoted to District Manager of the Fairmount
Office in Bala Cynsvd where he supervised over one hundred executive assistants, sales managers and agents. He was one of only six
African Americans in the United States at this level within
Prudential. His thirteen year tenure at Prudential was phenomenal
and he was consistently awarded for his achievements with plaques.
silver stars, accommodations at various destinations and accolades.
When he retired upon hearing of Julia's cancer, the enure office was
shut down and the staff members were relocated to various offices
throughout the state. It was rumored that Prudential thought he was
"one in a million" and difficult to replace.
He was well-known for his philanthropy and community service.
He was a major force for civil nghts and served with many local and
national leaders including Cecil B. Moore, Judge A. Leon
Higginbotham, Jr., Judge Eugene H. Clarke, Jr., and Martin Luther
King. Jr. just to name a few. He received numerous awards for distinguished service from the NAACP, The Southern Poverty Law
Center, Hampton University and the Fair Housing Council where he
and Julia fought hard to guarantee equal housing for everyone. At
Greater Saint Matthew Independent Church he was an usher, a steward, and a trustee who created investments that exceeded a million
dollars. He loved his church family.
At Prudential, he attended the Amencan College School of
Advanced Career Studies Management Learning Services and the
Pennsylvania Association of Life Underwriters Leader's Round
Table. He was the winner of the Prudential ACT Award for community betterment. The company placed a full-page advertisement in
the 1968 Philadelphia Bulletin and'Inquirer that stated, *Ray Coel:
Preventing Kids from Committing Economic Suicide." Ray stated in
this pitch: "The problem of dropouts are man-made which means
they can here-made. A child just has to become aware of his/her talents, decide what he/she wants and then go after it." Prudential
responded: "For Ray Coel, this search and restore mission is rewarding and satisfying. For us at the Prudential Insurance Company. its
rewarding and satisfying too. He works for us."
Raphael "Ray" Coel loved God as the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit, his family, his friends and his life. He began with a purpose, created a vision, built a small empire and left a legacy for
many to remember. He was the consummate "diamond in the rough"
and an amazing testimony to what faith and tenacity can accomplish.
Left to celebrate his life are his only child Dr. Crystal Rae Coel
Coleman (Esq.), his son-in-law Mr. Ronald Edward Coleman, his
first cousin Sandra Brewington Young, his dear friend Irma
Coleman and her family, his aunt Ellen Echols and a host of cousins,
colleagues and friends whom he really loved.
In a 1981 letter to Crystal, he wrote: "Step into the future eagerly, always remembering that what you have on the inside is what
really counts. Know that Jesus Christ is your true hest friend and He
will comfort you always. Nurture the special person that is you and
sparkle today, tomorrow and forever. I salute you I love you I
believe in you!"
Well daddy, I never forgot that letter. It has been a privilege to
attempt to give back a morsel of all that you have given me. Your
wisdom and your integrity strengthened my mind and my relationship with God. You taught me that "impossible" is ridiculous! I
thank you for being the best father a child could ever have. I thank
you for being a man of insight, a man of character and a man of God.
I thank you for absolutely everything you have done to bless and fortify my life. Today, tomorrow and forever in Christ Jesus, I will
salute YOU! I will love YOU. I will always believe in YOU! But
most of all...forever...I will thank YOU! Your loving daughter
Crystal.
Services will be held at Greater Saint Matthew Church in
Philadelphia, Penn., on Saturday. July 11, 2009. In lieu of flowers,
send prayers.

Oil creeps up to more
than $64 after plunge
VIENNA (AP)- Oil prices
crept above $64 a barrel this
morning as traders looked for
direction after a 13 percent drop
over the last week on investor
doubts about a global economic
recovery.
Prices reached an eightmonth high last week above
$73, but quickly tapered off as
dismal unemployment figures
suggested that the U.S. and
Europe would he slower to
rebound out of recession than
expected.
Some analysts expect prices
to rally again soon on signs that
the worst of the economic slowdown is over.
"I think the market will look
for some positive news and head
back up toward $70," said
Gerard Rigby, an energy analyst
at Fuel First Consulting in
Sydney. "There's been some
profit taking in the last week,

but I don't think there was a real
change in sentiment."
Others suggested prices
could fall further.
"The bulls, for the first time
in months, now have to play
defense," wrote trader and analyst Stephen Schork, in his
Schork Report. "Failure in the
oil markets to hold support here
clears a path towards the $60
critical point of reference."
More attacks on Nigeria's oil
infrastructure helped boost
prices. Nigeria's main militant
group said Monday it seized a
chemical tanker with six foreign
crew members aboard and
attacked a second oil facility.
Investors will be looking to a
weekly inventory report from
the Energy Department's Energy
Information Administration on
Wednesday for signs that crude
demand may be growing.

VATICAN CITY (AP) Pope Benedict XVI called this
morning for a new world financial order guided by ethics, dignity and the search for the common good.
In "Charity in Truth;'
Benedict denounced the profitat-all-cost mentality of the globalized economy and lamented
that greed had brought about the
worst economic downturn since
the Great Depression.
"Profit is useful if it serves as
a means toward an end," he
wrote "Once profit becomes the
exclusive goal, if it is produced
by improper means and without
the common good as its ultimate
end, it risks destroying wealth
and creating poverty."
The document, in the works
for two years and repeatedly
delayed to incorporate the fallout from the crisis, was released
one day before leaders of the
Group of Eight industrialized
nations meet to coordinate
efforts to deal with the global
meltdown.
The release was clearly
designed to give world leaders a
strong moral imperative to correct errors of the past, "which
wreaked such havoc on the real
economy," and make a more

socially just and responsible
world financial order.
-The economy needs etluca
in order to function correctly not any ethics, but an ethics
which is people centered." he
wrote.
The German-born Benedict,
82. has spoken out frequently
about the impact of the cnsis on
the poor, particularly in Africa
which he visited earlier this
year.
But the 144-page encyclical,
one of the most authoritative
documents a pope can issue.
marked a new level of church
teaching by linking the Vatican's
long-standing doctrine on caring
for the poor with current events.
While acknowledging that
the globalized economy has
"lifted billions of people out of
misery," Benedict accused the
unbridled growth of recent yeara
of causing unprecedented problems as well, citing mass migration flows, environmental degradation and a complete loss of
trust in the world market.
He urged wealthier countries
to increase development aid to
poor countries to help eliminate
world hunger, saying peace and
security depended on it.

U.S., South Korea talks aim
at boosting missile defense
SEOUL, South Korea tAP)
-The United States is open to
talks on the possibility of South
Korea developing ballistic missiles capable of striking all of
North Korea, a South Korean
Defense Ministry official said
this morning.
A senior general at the U.S.
command in Seoul told aides to
South Korean lawmakers last
week the allies can discuss the
revision of a 2001 accord barnng the South from developing
missiles with a range of more
than 186 miles 1300 kilometers),
the ministry official said.
He spoke on condition of
anonymity, citing department
policy, and refused to identify
, the U.S. general.
But Kim Yong-kyu, a U.S.
military spokesman, said Maj.
Gen. Frank Panter of the Seoul
command told the deputies on
Thursday the issue could be discussed at annual defense ministerial talks, or through other
channels if South Korea proposes it.
Panter was responding to a
question from one of the aides,
Kim said.
Defense Ministry spokesman
Won Tae-ja,e said South Korea
has not yet formally requested
the U.S. to discuss the revision.
South Korean politicians and
military experts have called for
the improvement of their country's missile capability, citing
North Korea's increasing missile and nuclear threats.
North Korea carried out its
second nuclear test in May. (hi
Saturday it test-fired a barrage
of ballistic missiles into waters
off its east coast, its biggest display of missile firepower in
three years.

The North deploys hundreds
of missiles that have all of South
Korea and Japan within their
striking range. In April. thr
North test-launched a longrange rocket believed capable of
reaching Alaska.
The restriction on the South's
missile capability was imposed
because of concerus over a
regional arms race. Under a
1979 accord with the U.S.,
South Korea had been barred
from developing a missile with a
range longer than 110 miles
1180 kilometers) until 2001
when it was allowed to extend
the range to 186 miles(300 kilometers).
In April, Prime Minister Han
Seung-soo told the National
AsgeMbly it was time "to
review" the restriction and discuss the matter with the U.S..
days after the North test-fired a
long-range rocket that flew over
Japan and landed in the Pacific
Ocean.
The missile accord still
allows South Korea to develop a
cruise missile without range
restriction as long as its payload
is under 1,100 pounds(500 kilograms). Cruise missiles can be
intercepted more easily than ballistic missiles because of their
slower speed. experts say.
Media reports say South
Korea has been developing a
cruise missile with a range Of
930 miles (1,500 kilometers).
South Korea does not publicize the location of its missile
facilities so it is difficult to
know how much of North Korea
is currently within range. Tne
distance from Seoul to the northernmost part of North Korea is
about 400 miles.
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Mikael Rayne Galloway
Bryligh Jade Galloway
Bnan Galloway and Erica Vanhilerlo, of Dexter, are the parents
of two baby girls, Mikael Rayne Galloway and Bryligh Jade
Galloway, born on Sunday, June 28, 2009. at 12:56 pm. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mikael weighed 5 pounds II ounces and Bryligh weighed 5
pounds and 10 ounces.
Grandparents are Lon Nevile, Adam and Mary Galloway. Diana
Frost, David Hollingsworth and Steven VanMierlo. A great-grandmother is Opal Burkeen.

Datebook
By do Burxeen
Community
Editor

Smith speaker for
Murray Group
Home recently

A Senior Citizens Health Fair will be
Thursday. July 16,from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at
the Weeks Community Center. At the event
the sheriff's office will have a prescription
drop off.
Anyone with unused or expired prescription medications are encouraged to properly
dispose of these at the eient, according to
Lauren Bellamy tie. coalition network coordinator for Calloway County Alliance for
Substance Abuse Prevention. For information call 762-7333 on Wednesday or 762-7334
on Friday.

SS representative to be here
A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway County
Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. aid will
assist in filing claims. For more information call toll free at 1-800772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270-247-8095.

Missy Jenkins Smith, a counselor for the Calloway County
Day Center, recently spoke at
Murray Group Home and related her experiences due to Heath
High School shooting in
Paducah in 1997.
Despite her paralysis, she lives
a normal life, just doing some
things a little differently, as she
Mr. and Mrs. Rufe P. Burkeen Jr.
says.
Mr. and Mrs. Rule P. Burkeen Jr. were married July 6. 1949, in
Smith discussed with the high
Corinth. Miss., in a double wedding with Mildred Dick and the late
school girls the importance of
! Ervin Mardis.
anger management and forgiveMrs. Burkeen. the former Mary Lee Wallace, is the daughter of
ness. She gave credit to God,
the late Mary Ruth Wallace Futrell and the late Robert Lee Wallace.
family, friends, and many peoMr. Burkeen is the son of the late Rufe Burkeen Sr. and Winnie
ple around the world who
Lovett Burkeen. He is retired from B.F. Goodrich Co., Calvert City.
encouraged and helped her to
Their four children are Larry P. Burkeen and wife. Sandy, Mikeal
overcome many difficult spots
Lee Burkeen and wife, Vicki, Diane Norwood and husband, Phil,
Rimy
leakies
Sada
in her life due to that tragic day.
and Laura Mitchuson and husband. Patterson.
Their eight grandchildren are `fancy Burkeen, Ragan Mitchell.
The road has not been easy, good husband and a precious
Smith said, but she has managed child. She and her husband, Dusty Burkeen, Heather Brown. Rusty Burkeen, Vanessa
to learn to cope and to do it with Josh, live in Murray with their McGregor, Sara Burkeen and the late Shaun Burkeen.
Their six great-grandchildren are Mia McGregor, Mikeal Jay
joy and thanksgiving to be alive small son, Logan. Smith was
Burkeen, Brendan Brown, Ethan Brown, Rustin Burkeen and Reece
and to have the things she invited to speak by the Outreach
Burkeen.
always wanted, which include a Team of New Beginnings.
No formal celebration is planned.

4-H Food-A-Rama: Fantastic Food and Fun!
What is delicious, educational
and sponsored by 4-H Cokintii
and the Calloway County
Homemakers? The answer 4-H
Food-A-Rama and the Bicycle
Rodeo. We
will be stirring up this
event
on
July 14 at
the
Ellis
Centet from
4 p.m. to 7
p.m.
The youth
Extension make dishes
Notes
and while
By
the
foods
Ginny Harper are
being
Calloway
Judged,
County Ageni
youth will
for 4-H/Youth
participate
Development
in various
food learning events and activities.
There are eight categories that
youth can make dishes to compete: Appetizers & Beverages,
Bachelor Cooking( young men

AMOR fit.bnit/0001016.11111111111.

Senior Citizens Health Fair
will be at Weaks Center

13nniuersary

only), Breads & Rolls, Cakes, awards for this event. Fun and
Pies. Other Desserts, Cookies & educational hands on food activCandies, Foreign Foods, Main ities provided by the Expanded
Dishes/ Casseroles/ Vegetables. Food and Nutrition Education
Salads, and Special Centennial Program EFNEP
Category old family recipes.
FSNEP Assistant, and Master
Youth may bring up to three Food Volunteers and 4-H Youth
entries. With each entry, bring a in Foods Projects will occur
copy of the recipe. Youth are while the judges determine the
asked to bring a two liter drink winners in each category.
of choice.
Ali youth are welcome to parAudree Harper, Junior Overall ticipate. Youth do not have to be
winner of 2008 says, Food-A- a member of active 4-H club to
Rama is lots of fun because you attend.
get to experiment with food and
Prior to the Food-A-rama and
eat it afterwards. You receive Bicycle Rodeo we will have a
comments on your dishes and cooking camp from 10 .m. to
how to improve for future use. I 3:30 p.m. that youth can bring
want to encourage all kids who ingredients for their recipes and
like to cook to come try Food- they will be assisted in preparA-Rama.
ing them. The deadline to sign
There are three age divisions: up for the cooking Camp is
Cloverbuds, under nine years Friday. July 10, at 4:30 p.m.
old, Junior Division, 9 to 13
Three Judging teams will
years old, and Senior Division, organize in July- Horticulture,
14 to 19 years old.
The Poultry, and Land Judging. If
Calloway County Homemaker you are interested in any of
and the Calloway County 4-H these teams contact the
Council provide the funding and Calloway County Extension

Office or the coaches of the
MARLS.
The
Calloway
County
Cooperative Extension Service
is open Monday to Friday from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The phone
number is 753-1452 and the fax
is 759-4243. The Calloway
County 4-H Council receives
funding from the MurrayCalloway County United Way.
Educational programs of the
Kentucky
Cooperative
Extension Service serve all people regardless of race, color.
age, sex, religion, disability, or
national origin. University of
Kentucky, Kentucky State
University. U.S. Department of
Agriculture, and Kentucky
counties, cooperating.

Ilean's List

Murray Le

CCHS Band Boosters to meet
Calloway County High School Laker Band Boosters will meet
today (Tuesday) at 5.30 p.m. in the CCHS band room.

Temple Hill Lodge to meet
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464, east
of Almo. David Holt, master, urges all Masons to attend.

Lodge meeting Thursday
Woodmen of World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Coldwater Barbecue, US Hwy.641 North, Murray. All members are
urged to attend.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar screenings on
Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Puryear Baptist Church,
Puryear, Tenn., and from Ito 3 p.m. at BB&T Bank, Hazel.

Free tree cutting available
United Methodist Church Disaster Response is offering free tree
cutting service for those who can't afford or unable to do it themselves. William P. (Bill) Carr is the conference disaster relief coordinator. Any person needing this free service is asked to call the
First United Methodist Church of Murray at 753-3812.

Bank plans Christmas trip
Bank of Cadiz & Trust Co. Travel Club will sponsor a "Christmas
in San Antonio" trip Dec. 3-10. This will include Texarkan.
Jefferson, Austin, Fredericksburg. San Antiono. River Walk. Barge
Tour, Alamo and more. A slide show presentation about the trip will
be Thursday. July 16. at 5 p.m. in the Cadiz downtown office, located at 79 Main St. For more information contact Jennifer Eidson at
759-4852 or visit the website bankofcadiz.com for more detail,
about the trip.

Code Enforcement Board to meet
The Murray Code Enforcement Board will hold a public hearing
today (Tuesday) at 5 p.m. in the City Hall Council chambers, located on the second floor of the hall at 104 North 5th St., Murray. This
will be to review property maintenance and noise control citations.
All interested persons are invited. For more information contact the
City's Clerk's office at 762-0330.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30
p.m. at the KC hall on Squire Road. Murray. The public is invited.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al.Anon will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.
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Angel Alert issued by center
An Angel Alert has been issued for two twin size bed mattresses:
for a family by the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Any
one having any to donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

You are invited to a

Gospel Meeting

Church plans make up date
First Baptist Church of Murray can schedule a make up date with
°Ian Mills if there are at least 30 participants to register for the new
church directory. If you were unable to previously have your picture
taken and would like to be included in the directory, contact the
church office 753-1854 or e-mail diane.jonas@fbcmurray.org

at

Williams Chapel Church of Christ
Sunday, July 5th — Thursday, July 9th
Guy Hester,speaker
Sunday a.m. Bible Study
Sunday a.m. Worship
Sunday Evening Service
Monday-Thursday Evenings

9.00 a.m.
10.00 a.m.
7.30 p.m.
TOO p.m.

Williams Chapel is located 7.5 miles west of Murray in Lynn Grove
at 7793 State Route 94 West

Everyone Welcome!

Courtney Elder
NOTRE DAME, Ind. —
Courtney Elder of Murray, Ky.,
has been named to the dean's
list in the University of Notre
Dame's First Year of Studies for
outstanding scholarship during
the spring 2009 semester.
Students who achieve dean's
honors at Notre Dame represent
the top 30 percent of students in
their college.
Elder. a 2008 graduate of
Calloway County High School,
is the daughter of Bill and Rose
Elder of Murray. Ky. She is
majoring in chemical engineering.

To place an
ad call
753-1916
114,DGERN TimEs

Bank offers Caribbean Cruise

Ite

The Murray Bank Good Life is offering a 10-Night Southern:
.
Caribbean Cruise including the British Virgin Islands, St. Maarten:
St. Lucia. as well as several more ports of call. Cabin categories are
limited and early reservations are encouraged. For more information
contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@athemurraybank.com.

CCHS Class of 1979 planning reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1979 is planning for its
30-year reunion. Anyone interested in planning the event is asked to
call Bill Vincent at 293-1249.

Special need requested
A working single parent needs a car. If you have a car that you
would like to donate. call The Harbour Youth Services Center at
Calloway County High School at 762-7390 for more information.

Angel Alert issued
An angel alert for an electric washer and dryer. Anyone having
these call Karen at Calloway County Middle School Youth services
Center at 762-7365.
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News in Brief
Woman gets prison for L. of C ID theft
WASHINGTON (AP) — A woman who worked with her cousin
to steal the identities of 13 unsuspecting Library of Congress
employees was sentenced Monday to two and a half years in
pnson.
Labiska Gibbs admitted that in spnng 2008 she asked her second cousin William Sinclair Jr., who worked in the library's
human resource department, to get her the names, birth dates and
Social Security numbers of library workers from the payroll database. Sinclair was a drug addict and agreed if Gibbs got him some
cocaine.
Gibbs opened several credit accounts in the names of those
workers and spent nearly $40,000. Prosecutors said she often
bought gift cards that she would sell at a discount
Gibbs, a 35-year-old mother from Washington with a history of
identity and other theft, cried as she read a letter to her victims
asking for their forgiveness. She said she struggles with the mental illness and is now taking medication for bipolar disorder.

o be here

Final rules out for stem cell research

alloway County
3() p.m.and will
ill free at 1-800-

WASHINGTON (AP) — The government is creating a master
list of which embryonic stem cells qualify for taxpayer-funded
research, now that President Barack °barna has lifted restrictions
on the field.
The National Institutes of Health already .nad said it will fund
only science that uses cells culled from fertility clinic embryos
that otherwise would be thrown away, not cells created solely for
research.
But final rules issued Monday settle a big question: Would new
ethics requirements disqualify many of the stem cells created over
the past decade, even the few funded under the Bush administration's tight limits?
The NIH came up with a compromise, saying it deems those old
stem cell lines eligible for government research dollars if scientists can prove they met the spirit of the new ethics standards. An
NIH registry will list all that qualify.
"We think this is a reasonable compromise to achieve the president's goal of both advancing science while maintaining rigorous
ethical standards," acting NIH Director Raynard Kington said
Monday."We believe that judgment is necessary."
He wouldn't speculate on how many old stem cells would qualify, but scientists welcomed the change.
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Franken in Washington, ready to work
WASHINGTON (AP)— Democrat Al Franken has arrived in
Washington offering no jokes — just a promise that he is "ready
to get to work."
The former Saturday Night Live performer and satirist made
brief remarks after meeting with Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid on Monday. Franken is expected to be sworn in to the Senate
on Tuesday after a protracted. eight-month recount, then finally a
concession by the Republican incumbent he beat, Norm Coleman.
Franken spoke slowly from a podium in a Senate corridor
packed with press. As cameras clicked rapidly in the background,
Franken said he wants to be known as Minnesota's second senator, not the 60th Democrat.
He says he will dive in to education, health care and energy
issues.

Ex-DC mayor's lawyer Charge will be dropped
WASHINGTON (AP) — An attorney for former District of
Columbia Mayor Marion Barry said Monday he's confident that a
stalking charge filed against the veteran politician by a former
girlfnend will be dropped.
At a news conference Monday, attorney Freclenck Cooke said
Barry vehemently denies the allegation by Donna WattsBrighthaupt. Barry. a current D.C. Council member, stood behind
Cooke outside city hall but said nothing.
"We believe that the charge stems from a personal relationship
that has gone horribly wrong in a lot of ways," Cooke said.
He added that Barry will remain on the council, despite this latest round of legal troubles.
"This is unfortunate, but it's not a distraction of such a proportion that it would keep Mr. Barry from attending to the business
of the council and the citizens of the District of Columbia,"
Cooke said.
Barry. 73. and Watts-Brighthaupt, 40, were on their way to
Rehoboth Beach, Del., on Saturday for an Independence Day
party when they stopped for a meal in Annapolis, Md.
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L.A. braces for Jackson's final act
By JESSE WASHINGTON
AP National Writer
LOS ANGELES (API — The
curtain is slowly rising on
Michael Jackson's last show.
As in Jackson's life. Tuesday's
public memorial at the downtown Staples Center includes the
spectacle surrounding the show
— legal drama, screaming fans,
star power, live worldwide
broadcast, unsavory accusations, even a parade of elephants
— all adding up to what could
be the biggest celebrity send-off
of all time.
On the eve of the memorial,
activity was spotted late
Monday at the Forest Lawn
Cemetery involving the Jackson
family. The cemetery is the location where relatives were
expected to hold a private funeral.
La Toys Jackson, weanng sunglasses and a wide-brimmed hat,
was seen being driven away
from the cemetery. KCAL-TV
showed helicopter footage of a
hearse backing up to the Hall of
Liberty — a circular building at
the cemetery that contains a
1,200 seat auditorium — to
deliver a casket.
A few hours later, the casket
was reloaded into the hearse and
delivered to another nearby
building, this time covered in a
blue cloth.
More than 1.6 million people
registered for free tickets to
Jackson's downtown memorial.
A total of 8,750 people were
chosen to receive two tickets
each.
"I got the golden ticket!" one
fan screamed out of his car window in a Willy Wonka moment
as he drove out of the parking
lot.
The family announced that
participants will include Stevie

By DAM AXING
Associated Press Wnter
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) — Sarah
Palin says she's not a quitter. she's a.fighter,
but adds that, politically speaking, "if I die,
I die. So be it."
The Alaska governor spoke in taped interviews on ABC. NBC and CNN broadcast
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Branca and McClain will have
to post a $I million bond on the
estate, and their authonty will
expire Aug. 3. when another
hearing will be held.
"Mr. Branca and Mr. McClain
for the next month are at the
helm of the ship." the judge
said.
Jackson died at age 50 with
hundreds of millions in debts.
But a court filing estimates his
estate is worth more than $500
million. His assets are destined
for a trust, with his three children, his mother and chanties as
beneficiaries.
Debbie Rowe, Jackson's exwife and the mother of
Jackson's two oldest children.
had planned to attend the memorial but backed out Monday.
"The onslaught of media attention has made it clear her attendance would be an unnecessary
distraction," her attorney Marta
Alinli said in a statement.
In New York. Republican Rep.
Peter King released a YouTube
video calling Jackson, who was
acquitted of child molestation

charges, a "pervert" and a "lowlife."
But the memories of Jackson's
problems were far from the
minds of fans preparing to say
goodbye.
"It's the passing of a great
soul," said Matt Tyson. 31. of
Ojai, Calif. "He brought people
together, helped express something that's in us all."
Downtown hotels were quickly filling. Police, trying to avoid
a mob scene, warned those without tickets to stay away because
they would not be able to get
close to the Staples Center.
All those involved say the
heart of Los Angeles will
become a circus. In one way,
that characterization will be literal.
Ringling Brothers and Barnum
& Bailey starts a run at Staples
Center on Wednesday, a booking long planned in advance. In
the pre-dawn hours before
Jackson's memonal, the elephants will walk from the train
station to the arena.

Tuesday morning.
She told CNN that "all options are on the
table" for her future.
But told ABC's "Good Morning America"
that she recognizes she might not have political staying power after her surprise resignation Friday, which came just as she had been
expected to elevate her national profile

ahead of a possible 2012 GOP presidential
run.
"I said before ... 'You know, politically
speaking, if t die. I die. So be it,— she said.
Speaking in fidg'svaders from the town
of Dillingham. Palm said her administration
has been paralyzed by fending off frivolous
lawsuris.

VFW slated to elect new
officers at July meeting
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Post 6291 is asking all members to be sure and attend a
meeting scheduled for 7 p.m.
Thursday. July 9 at the National
Guard Armory on Ky. 121.
North. Post Commander Dave
Foley said member votes are
needed to elect new officers fo;
the coming year and all members are urged to participate.

Calloway County Promotes A Greener, Cleaner Community.
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AP PhotorCharbe Riedel

Maria Islas, of Mexico City, signs a large poster at the Staples
Los Angeles, Monday, July 6, where the memorial
Center
service for pop star Michael Jackson will be held today

Palin: Politically speaking, 'If I die, I die.'
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Wonder, Manah Carey. Usher.
Lionel Richie. Kobe Bryant.
Jennifer Hudson, John Mayer
and Martin Luther King III.
Jackson family spokesman
Ken Sunshine told ABC that
Queen Latifah also will be performing
The legal maneuvering that
marked Jackson's extraordinary
and troubled life also continued
Monday, with his mother losing
a bid to control his enormous
but tangled estate. And in one of
the few reminders of Jackson's
darkest hours, a New York congressman branded Jackson a
"pervert" undeserving of so
much attention.
British Airways reported a
surge of bookings as soon as the
memorial arrangements were
announced. Virgin's transAtlantic
flights
to
San
Francisco, Las Vegas and Los
Angeles were all packed with
fans and VIPs, spokesman Paul
Charles said.
About 50 theaters across the
country, from Los Angeles to
Topeka, Kan., to Washington,
D.C., were planning to broadcast the memorial live, for free.
In Los Angeles Superior
Court, a judge appointed
Jackson's longtime attorney and
a family friend as administrators
of his estate over the objections
of his mother, Katherine.
Attorney John Branca and music
executive John McClain had
been designated in Jackson's
2002 will as the people he wanted to oversee his empire.
Katherine Jackson's attorneys
expressed
concerns
about
McClain and Branca's financial
leadership. "Frankly, Mrs.
Jackson has concerns about
handing over the keys to the
kingdom," said one of her attorneys, John E. Schreiber,

The Office of the Environmental Planner for Calloway County would
like to remind county residents of the opportunities available for trash
disposal.
Calloway currently has three permitted haulers you may contact to
have your trash picked up on a regular route:

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Your Touchstone Energy® iet- r
Cooperative
The regular Annual Meeting of Members of West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation will be held
Saturday, July 11,2 p.m. at Graves County Middle School at
Mayfield, Kentucky. Registration, snack lunch and activities
will begin at 12 noon. Members please check your July issue
of Kentucky Living magazine for you annual meeting notice.

Waste Path 270-395-5002
Hall's Waste Management 270-759-1151
CW1 800-585-6033
County residents may also dispose of trash at the Transfer Station
located on Landfill Drive.
Transfer Station hours are 8:00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon on Saturday.
Items excluded from Transfer Station are whole tires, batteries, liquids
(paint, chemical, etc.), material exceeding 6" in diameter or 6' long
(tree stumps, iron), wood pallets must be cut up, air conditioners,
refrigerators, freezers, hazardous waste, and burn barrels or burned
trash.
You may contact Scott at 270-489-2584 for additional questions.
Residents of the county may also take cardboard for recycling to the
Community Recycling Center located at the north Farm on
North 16th Street in Murray on the first Saturday of the month.
There are recycling bins located on Andrus Drive for collection of
cardboard, paper, aluminum, and metal cans. These bins are available
at any time.
National Make A Difference Day is October 24, 2009. There will be
an opportunity on that date to dispose of E-Scrap.
You may contact the Office of the Environmental Planner at
270-759-3549 for any additional information.

In Mayfield, exitfrom the Purchase Parkway at Exit 24(Hwy 121)
Go approximately(me block north, turn right at the light at the entrance
of Graves Counts High School. Go past the high school to the middle school.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Practical Dental
INVITATION Ti)BID

Right-of-Way Agent

Souse is hereby gore that the Calkmay County Eiwal
Colin desires to purchase one Injection Patching Machine
()Olsen of the equipment must be on or before August I' .

West Kentucky Rural Telephone,
a leader in voice video, and data communications is seeking experienced applicants with
strong communication skills and positive attitude
for the following full-time position:

2004.
Spevitkalkais tor the machine may he lacked up at the
Calloway County Road Department
IRS. East Sysarnore
Extended between the hours of 730 A cl and 3 10 PM
local time. Monday thniugh Friday. Questions should be
directed to lod.e Brooks. Road SupervIvor at 270-751-48.4h
Sealed bids should be delivered to the Office ol Calloway
County Judge Executor Larry Elkins, 101 South Sth Street
Murray. rk, later, than 2 PM local time. Tuesday. July 21
21019 at which time they will be opened and read aloud
The Fu-sal Court reserves the nght to accept the lowest 1 /4
esaluated bid price or reject any or all bids.. to wai,e ter hni
saline'. 11( to re.advenise
Larry Elkins
Calloway County Judge Executive
-Mb

INVITATION TO BID
Nouse.herehy given that the Calloway County Fiscal
Conn will accept proposals (min CPA firms to fseform the
20024/2004 Fiscal Court Audit
Sealed bids should he delivered to the Office of Calkiway
Counts Judge Executive Larry Elkins. 101 South Stli Street.
Murex), no later than'. '.0 PM local time. Tuesday. July 21
20114. at which nine they will he opened and read aloud

Pnmary responsibilities include negotiating and
secunng land owner's consent to give right-ofay and coordinate completion of necessary
paper work including easements.
Qualifications: High School diploma or equivalent aria a good driving record.
Pre-employment physical examinations, background check, physical, and drug
screen prior to final job offer. WK offers a generous benefits package
including medical, dental. and vision coverage,
pension and 401K.
West Kentucky Rural Telephone does not discriminate on the basis of race,
religion, sex, age, national origin or disability.
Please attach a resume to application.
Applications for

the position are available at
the Kentucky Department for Employment
Services 319 S 7th St In Mayfield, KY
and 208 S. 5th St, Murray, KY and will be
accepted there until July 13, 2009.
Equal Opportunity Employer
No Phone Calls Please

The Fiwal Corot reverses the nght to accept the lowest or
esaluated Naito reject any twill bids. to waive Igchniu.uluties
to in re-adsenne
Larry flIons
Calloway County Judge Executive
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DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default,
Murray and local Jolt
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses

DO you

[Entwo. d
GET THIS IX1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1914

f

ATTENTION
Robert
Grogan Anne needs to
be retained Or a storage fee collected for a
1 994 Nissan left at
1990 Downing Rd,
Kirksey, KY
Mft.

TUXEDO

NOTICE
Advertisers ere
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Lodger 8
'Dross wiii be responsible for only one
incorrect Manton.
Any error should be
reported irrimediatiely so corrections can
be made.

SOCCER try outs
#5 ranked MCCSA
Revolution. Youth 14
girls if interested call
270-832-3930 or
270-227-0505

Britthavon of Benton now has a fulltime position for an experienced
cook/aide for nursing home environment. Must be able to WO* days,
afternoons and weekends. Apply in
person at Britthaven of Benton 2607
Main Street Benton, KY No phone
calls please EOEJAAE

(270)753-8809
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Home Delivery
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I
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3
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6.,..--.363-110
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.4105.00
1 yr.-DIM

KY 42025 EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

MECHANICS

position.

Must be licensed in the State of

Benton 2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton,

Registered Nurse Needed
on Temporary Basis
We are seeking a Registered Nurse for a
three-month assignment in our Radiology Dept.
Hours are 7-3:30 Mon-Fn. Pay is $40 per hour
ER, CCU or ICU experience a must.
To apply, call Stephanie Nutter-Osborne
In Human Resources at 270-762-1906,
or fax or e-mail your resume to:
Murray Calloway County Hospital

Human Resources
803 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
Fax:(270) 762-1905
E-mail' sidosborneOmurrayhospital.org
Brthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for a part-time afternoon RN
position Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky

Apply in person at Brethaven of

Benton 2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton
KY 42025 E0E./1kAE NO PHONE CALLS

0Iher Mail
,Pur,or & Buchanan,
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FOUND Adult
Dachshund, male,
yam on collar. 94 East
by kenlake golf
course (270)210-6067

All line ads placed In our
paper are posted on our
website for heel

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916
I.
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a

HOME
Decor
Company search for a
marketing assistant.
For immediate consideration, please fax
resume and cover letter to 270-856-3471.

LOCAL business needing Home Medical
Equipment
CSR.
Experienced preferred,
but no required. Send
resume to: PO Box
1207, Murray, KY
42071.

Bdtthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for a part-time afternoon LPN

Kentucky. Apply in person at Bntthaven of
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
ther
own
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable. The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

rosy be lust the place
for youl Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S. 1511, St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

Apprentice
Good
pay/benefits while you
train. Medical, 30 days
vacation/yr,
$
for
school. HS grads ages
17-34. Call Mon-Fri 1800-777-6289.
MURRAY Weekend
Real Estate 96hr.
licersing class July9August15. Investment
$960 credit/debit cards
online, or cash, check
or money order.
Registration by
appointment 18yrs.
experience 270-223-

0789
deloiseadams0yahoo.
con

mass'
OFFICE MANAGER
and Clerical

Calaway County Propane
in Murray has an opehrng
for an ofhce manager and
ciseral pomace Must have
a pood anemia and others
work ettptinenee PPP Oast
lob you ail soor have rath
tracellent pay and omens
Flamm call 12703753-7485
-0004374-4427 *eh 142
or woad
rev nwyck0;tapas corn

THE Crty of Cadiz is
seeking a part time
individual for Main
Street Manager
This person must have
good work ethics,
planning and promotion abilities.
Resumes will be
accepted at City Hall
thru Friday, July 17,

Assisting
Registration is now
open class begins on
Sept. 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present fob
while you gain skills for
rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings,'weekends, and holidays off
Information and registration forms available
at

vrew.bohledontal.co
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!
WAREHOUSE person
needed, must have
drivers license, heavy
lifting required Please
apply on person at
Paint Pius Flooring.
(270)759-4979

Mikan
AFFORDABLE

child

care. 293-9794..

MOM COMPUTERS

Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
Matto Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting.
air cond elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec, range. refngera'or, storm windows,
etc 753-4109

Articies
For Sale

Antiques
67' tall oak bed $400
Duncan Phyfe
Chest $100
Trunk $45
Rocker $45
Vies pies photobucketcom/dim
items local
731-377-9590

Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
Best
Sony's
XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up.
surround
custom
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Electronics. Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
www.murrayelectronicsinc.com
(270)753-7567.
STORM shelter needs
lobe removed. 45 from
ground. Needs door &
air vent. Asking $1.200
obo. 270-227-9827.

APPlIme

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
:)05' '

(270) 753-1713

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques

Reed interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

270-753-8556
1401144541133 Eat 1213
ONE MONTH MS RENT WITH 1 WAR LRAM
One end !ivy Bedroom Apartments

\I %
IVA •

Central Hew & Air

Lawn ll Garde
COMMERCIAL Cub
Cadet W"0 turn
mower, 400 hrs
$3,500 853-3662
Howes For Sale
"OWNER Finance**
1600 38R. 2Ba on 3.5
acres $3,950 down,
$545 a month. 3380
Guthrie Rd , Pans.
270-753-1011

FORREST VIEW APARTMENTS
1213 N. 16TH ST., MURRAY, KY

Jail

Open Mon, Wed,
Thur & Fri 8:00-1:00

MINI.;
720 S
Corner of 1

Accepting applications
1 & 2 Bedroom townhouses
Central heat & air
1st month's rent is FREEI
with one year lease
Basic rent starting at $345-$375

18X 10 S1

(2701
1270!

NORTH WI
: Storage m
; 753-9999 ;
'

(270)753-1970
TDD 1-800-5451833 EXt. 283

-Owner Fincance16x80 38R, 2BA
$3,950
down,
$495/mo.
2220
Wrather Rd.
270-753-1011
1921 Clayton 16x56
26R, large den, extra
nice appliances. porch,
storage room w/saie.
Appointment only. 7534588. 227-1634
2002
Fleetwood
28x56, 3 BR, 2 BA.
excellent condition, 3
wooden porches with
sell. 293-7109 or
767-0622.
2005 Giles 16x80,
3BR, 28A, vinyl siding,
like new.(270)4892525

Nemo For RN
28R, 313R, $275.00
753-6012
NICE 28R trailer, no
pets 753-9866

Norm Lots For
$110 per month. Nice
clean park. Newer
homes only. 492-8488.

I & 2 Bdrm Apts very
close to MSU. Laundry
on site. Furnished units
avail. Contact
978-1123.

SONY Flat Panel TV's

1505 Diuguid Dr • Murray KY 42071

- ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS -

Apartments Re MN

PROMINENT

Lighting
Company search for an
experienced
Warehouse Manager
For immediate cosniderabon, please fax
resume and cover letter tot 270-856-3471

Antlows

I BR apt, venous foecations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR & 2BR apartments
available Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
19R. clean & nice, all
appliances including
w/d. No pets.
270-436-2524,
cell 270-293-6906.
2 BR apt near MSU.
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898
available.
2, 3BR
loc.ations.
Various
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2BR 28A All
Appliances Stanford
Dr
SBG Real Property
Professionals
753-9999 x114
2BR Duplex C/1-1/A, all
appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H.A. appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, very nice, great
country view. C/H/A,
appliances, no pets
Coleman RE.
753-9898

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments

& Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

Water, sewer, trash

r

IIIL
-For Ilsoit
1

28R tovmhome loft
1.5BA, W/D. 2-car
garage $650/rent.
$500/deposit,
1 -year lease, no pets.
(270)293-3904 1401
Diuguid Dr.
4 BR, 2 BA all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

2 BR, very
Coleman RE
753-9898

nice

283 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove. Murray
94East. lease &
deposit required
753-4109
2 BR, I BA, all appliances,
big
yard,
garage. Walk to campus. Lease is required_
(270) 293-3456.

BRICK. 2BR. IBA
duplex in quiet residential
neighborhood.
Close to school and
3 bed/1 bath House w
hospital. W.V. C/H/A,
carport. Newly remodgarage. out building,
eled w/ new applispacious
backyard.
ances. $600/mo and
Short term lease avail$600 deposit Call
able. $650 plus $400
(270) 761-7867.
deposit moves you in.
38R. 1Ba. hardwood
607 Elm St., Murray
floors, garage, appliAvailable 07/1/09,
ances included.
293-2797.
$750/mo. 1604
2BR, C/1-1/A, W/D
Kirkwood. 759-4696,
$475 No pets. 1.year
293-4600.
lease 1904 Sherry Ln
Apt-A 270-293-7786
501 South 6th St. 3
BR, 1 BA, dining, livSUR MN Lake Fran
ing, bonus rooms,
DitRits. Rent or
washer, dryer, refrigerto
14101111M option
ator, stove, dishwashpundoase. 8005kno
er, fenced. lease
InCludes Maw.
270-761-1317.
Peel'. Feu
EXECUTIVE
IMIArpool maint
home,
Gastesborough, 3 BR,
1.11 ROM Property
2 BA, carpet, tile,
10101amborials
garage,
270-206-11111
sunroom,
stove,
dishwasher,
central
heaeac.
LARGE 380. apt,
Reference,
lease.
newly remodeled, on
campus, CH/A. W&D, (270) 767-1317.
$600 water, sewage &
LARGE 4 bedroom. 2
trash furnished, no
bath, hardwood floors,
pets 759-4696.
dishwasher,
stove,
293-4600
frig., washer dryer
NEWLY
remodeled hook up, ceiling fans,
2BR,
1BA,
w/d, central air, gas heat,
$5504-deposit
fireplace, large deck,
293-6430.
fenced backyard. large
2 car garage. water
NICE 2BR, 1Batte all
included. $975 00. One
appliances furnished.
year lease, references
293-1924
& deposit required.
NOW LEASING
(270)767-0615
2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
6 vouchers
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
A&F Warehousing
Monday,
Near MSU $20-50
Wednesday, Fnday
753-7668
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
KEY MINI
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
WAREHOUSES
TOWNHOUSES
for
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2 5 BA,
refrigerator.
oven,
stove. washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month. First
month 1/2 off. Call 270348-0458

PRI
MINIS'
enside dr
Str
•Secunt
*Safe
elVe
.We rer
753

1850 St Rt 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently hs,
units available
753-2905

1300 sqft
12 garagE
bathroom.
lion near c
$400/mo
depose. C
(270) 76145X25 S
office an
low OHO
J.H. Churc
753-3119
Metal bui
insulated
gas heat,
as two Slat 406 Su
Murray 27
Retail See
5000 SF.
SF porch
Really nici
antiques,
restaurant
51 200 00/1
year lease
270-492Small offic
suites
Adjacent t
and up. Ir
ties,
kitchen,
room & m
21 Barge
247-2421

DOG Obe
436-2858
Jack Russ
short lego
coat $10c
6675
SHIH-TZLJ
pies.
5200-535(
noons. 27,

HAY for st
Grass roll!
270-293-3
STRAW- r
293-6989

rdgrr & Throes
NlUrras Ledger St Times
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Oasne

REDUCED!
313R, 1-1/2 Bath,
beautiful is/go lot lots
of storage 759-2475

01111111111
NEW - 7,000 sq. ft. Industrial building
for rent/lease on East Chestnut Ext.

270-759-4851

Call
for more Information.

AU. Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Additions
*Decks
*Porches
*Pole Barns
*Laminate Floors
*The
4.4obile Home-Repair
'Root-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry Nirrimo
227-0587
753-2353
ALLEN'S Painting
Intenor. Exterior
25 years cap
Free Estimates
270-804-8439

z In
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

\

le.o
07 1800 Goldwing,
blue, extra chrome,
8,000+mdes $17,500.
293-6191
Adis Puts

Neale

USED TIRES

KY 42071

556

74 -lb lb inch

\l/%1
\ \III( •11)14 \1.1

'ALM
1 YEAR LEASE
vrtmeitts
ir

Starting.at S20
ructinipd
1111 Yor[

Call 753-5606

TIONS
YARD SALE
MURRAY

tRAY, KY

AL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH T.

1:00
tions

MIDDLE
SCHOOL

anier 0( 121 S &

air
FREEI
ise
345-$375
0
Ext. 283

2005 GMC Yukon.
80,000 miles, $14,000

080.753-1548

SATURDAY

11X10 $25 10‘15
12701436-2524
1270! 293-6906

'houses

Murray High
NORTH WOOD
Storage many sizes
753-9999 x114

School class ot
2013.

MOVING SALE
" 803 DORAN RD
WED JULY 8
3PM -^ 8PM

2004 Toyota Camry
LE, 4-cyl., 4-door,

loaded, black.
Excellent gas mileage.
67,500.(270)444-7568
2002 Toyota Rav-4.
100,000 miles. good
body, Interior &
engine, needs trans
$3.000.
2007 Cut Cadet 1045
46 in cut, 20/1-IP Lawn
mower $1,000
978-0267

Dell corlipot<
bedge,

y built
iments
TV included
lo PETS!

R

am Ferny(

R, very
nan RE
898

1995 Jaco 5th wheel
33ft. w/pull-out, excellent condition.

753-9066 759-8556
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
I

nice

*inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Sate & clean
•We sell ticixes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

CHAVIS
IES.T.ATE A Ali( 7304

1Ba. hardwood
garage, awl,.
included.
rno 1604
)od 759-4696,
600.

South 6th St. 3
BA, dining, livbonus rooms,
dryer, refrigerstove. dishwashiced. lease
51-1317.

:UTIVE
home,
sborough, 3 BR,
k, carpet, tile.
e,
sunroom,
dishwasher,
ii
heatiac
trice.
lease
767-1317.

E 4 bedroom, 2
hardwood floors.
asher.
stove.
washer dryer
up. ceiling fans,
I air, gas heat,
ce, large deck,
I backyard, large
garage, water
ad. $975.00. One
aase, references
posit required
67-0615

Pies For
1300 sqtt shop with
12 garage door and
bathroom Great location near downtown
5400/mo and $400
deposit. Call
(270) 761-7867
45X25 SHOP. Tiled
office and bathroom,
low utilities. Next to
J.H. Churchill.
753-3119, 293-2482.
Metal building 88x40
insulated 12ft walls,
gas heat, can be used
as two shops Located
at 406 Sunbury Circle.
Murray 270-436-2935.
Retail Store in Hazel
5000 SF +/- plus 960
SF porch
Really nice' Great for
antiques,
restaurant retail, etc
$1200 00/month 1
year lease
270-492-8211

Murray Ledger & TIM!, Fair
Housing Ad Noe.
All real evtate aviserttsed herein
is subsect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act whsh makes it
111Mal to advertise any preference. limitation or discrimination based on race, coke
pon, Yen, hand kap familia, status or nahonal tmain. of mienbon to make any such preferences. !mutations iv docnminabon
State laws fortud ducrimmation
in the sale rental or advertising
ot real estate based on factors in
addition to Move protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising lor mat estate which
IS not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby tnfonned
that an dwellinp. advertised are
available on an equal opportu'soy bans
For bather assistance ends Fair
blousing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Counsel
Rene P %tam.(713)648-1000

elora
mom
NINIARTIP04.•

Prosody
KY Lake Cottage
Lakefront from the mid
40's, Water Edge RV
Park/ Manna
(270) 436-5321

Small offices and office
available.
suites
Adjacent to MSU. $200
and up. Including utilirestrooms.
ties,
kitchen, conference
room & more. Century
21 Barger RE. 270247-2421

- Warehousing
r MSU $20-50
753-7668

EY MINI
EHOUSES
St RI 121S
y. KY 42071

I -753-5562

IAY Store ano
presently has
vailable
105

YOUR AD
OUI 13 BF
HIKE FOR
OSIL1' $7500.
A MOOTH
t
1 753.1916

227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Rernodeiing
*Screened Porches
'Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 noun seams
Res , Corn., &
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured. Emergency
293-8377
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work.

Home For S.
3BR, 2 BA new con
Campbei
Estate.
$229,000
Call for amt.
753-3966, 293-9747

struction,

BA brick
apex.. 2,000
soft. CM/A, 2 car

4BR. 1.5

home

Morels Rentis

L&M
•
LAWN st-RVICF -

753-1816 227-0611

, 1 BA, all appli3.
big
yard,
e. Walk to cam.ease is required.
293-3456.

/1 bath House w/
A. Newly remodr/ new appli$600/mo and
deposit. Call
761-7867.

•

Mowing. Maniturinv,
lanclsi aping
1 eat \ as UUT/IW,
guat•nli:•ed

ledroom houses
Grove, Murray
St. lease &
il required
109

DOG Obedience
436-2658
Jack Russell puppies.
short legged, smooth
coat $100. (270)293*: 6675
•• SHIH-TZU AKC, pupmale/female
pies,
$200-$350. Call afternoons. 270-251-0310

M

ock Webs

HAY for sale Mixed
Grass rolls $35/each
270-293-3805
STRAW- must sell
293-6989

garage on 1 acre
wooded lot. 270-9780505. 270-978-1107.
New 2,100sq.ft. brick
2/3BR, 2BA, 2-car
garage. nilltop acre.
gas & water 12 murray. $147.000
270-519-8570

.Stump Removal *All modem epquipment
•24 hour emergency service •licensed & Insured

I

Ron Frame Jr.
Res: 270-474-0323• Cell: 270-227-3140
"No job is complete until customer is satisfied -

I lamilton Cranite
& ‘Lirble
3301 St. RI 121N.
753-8087

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting. fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure
washed
and
stained.. 436-2228

Ili riio.It hut,

1.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE a PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

2.0

11404

(270)227-9434
SMITH'S Masonry

I(
\ lU \\
174i_ 7774.1--"

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624

tr,

t 270) 293 037 1 '

Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 20 years Tree
service also Call Don
Murray area 5198570
SITE prep, utilities &
demo
construction
materials for contractors & home owners
bank gravel, limestone,
fill dirt, sand, top soil &
shoreline
materials
Parker Excavating LLC
293-3252

DAVIS Handywork's
Roofing small home
repairs,
garages.
decks, Siding, windows. doors & home
budding to suit No job
too small

CUSTOM
BULLDOZING

I R ‘N IS
S.SI'll

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

lit, i i••11 114,

-

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

McCoy's
Lawn Serylce
Quality work at
a great price,
.Mowing .Trimming
-Yard Clean-up
'Free Estimates'
(270)293-6604
WALKER Roofing
Free Estimates
(270)293-5383
(270)293-6927

Residential/Commerci
al Block, back, stone
foundations, fireplaces,
basements.
patios,
retainer walls
30s
years
experiences

(270) 527-8275

information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
any ol its employees
accept any responsibiidy whatsoever for their
activities
WILL remove Dead
Trees & Shrubs 4354645 502-542-9287

FREE all metal storage
shed, 8x10 You haul
away Contact Chris at
270 331-6805
MALE. Basset Hound,

less than one year, tree
to

approved

home

227-1879

WILL mow lawns
$15.00 & up. Adult
owned & operated
978-5655
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

GET THIS !XI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Travel Kentucky at a Slower Pace
a hurry we are to get someplace.
Not
so
long ago to
get
from
point A to
point B it
had to be the
interstate.
Didn't have
time for anything
in
between did
011t & About we?
$
tYle

doors(0.1111(1 'of

• weeks & •hei tat pickups
• locally ow nest/ operatod

-.I lllll

Kentucky

ients.com

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
'Frees shaped, trimmed or removed

IMP
,)% II I t‘I•1
I I's'. URI I HO\
'tt‘t 1111:4 .11I

iit

f -ed

Vs s.
\\ \trt \II \ I

It's a little funny in that the
older we seem to get, the less in

7:00-2:00
Proceeds go to

\SIM %II
Bro.

I \I

l'11111t
'TP t'.prSHrS Inc
oar.%

ADVANCE
COMPUTER
TECHNICIANS
Free ()inflows
Free Pic'Aupi Delivery
Reload/Restore to
Factory Conditions
5'o0
Virus Removal $50
Data Section 52(1

By Gary P.

West
Syndicated
Columnist

Now, it
seems all of
a sudden, we
take a. little

more time to

see all of
those things
between the
points, and believe me Kentucky
has a lot of things to see and do.
Geographically and physically, Kentucky is two different

worlds. From the flatlands and
wetlands of western Kentucky
to the hills and knobs of central
Kentucky, to the mountains of
the eastern part of the state, for
those what enjoy getting out and
traveling a bit, nothing is boring.
That's a good thing.

For those who want to go
here and yonder, you can do it
right here in Kentucky.
Admittedly, I have not been
everywhere yet, not even every
county yet, but I intend to.
Kentucky's attractions and
state parks really do offer some-

thing for everyone. And believe
it or not, everyone doesn't go
someplace to be entertained. It's
entertainment enough to walk a
wooded trail, marvel at birds as
they fly in and out of their nest
in search of food, catch the
wind-blown spray of a waterfall,
watch a herd of elk grazing near
a tree line at sunset, or just sit
and read a book in one of the
many state park lodges.
Kentuckians can easily find a

level of entertainment as relaxation without having to look
very far. For those who live in
the western area, lets say
Murray. a journey to eastern
Kentucky would be like visiting
a place they normally are not
accustomed to seeing. The same
for those traveling from the east
to the west. And the thing is, all
of these wonderful places to
visit are just a few hours away,
therefore cutting down on time
and fuel consumption. It also
benefits us all by keeping the
dollars in Kentucky.
Kentucky's road system
allows us to zip from one end of
the state to the other rather comfortably, however, getting back
to the part about not being in
such a big hurry.
Why not plan ahead, map out
a route that takes you off the
four-lanes, and identify a couple
of towns that would be interesting to have lunch and check out
1
a shop or two'

to stay there anyway. Never,
and I mean never, start out on a
trip like this without first planning ahead for meals. There's
nothing wrong with chains.
mind you, but for a really fun
trip why not try to identify

energy. and get past a problem.
Your fiery and demonstrative
side emerges. Tonight: Defer to
someone else.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Take a stand and get
past an impending and difficult
situation. Help others learn how
to help themselves. You laugh.
and someone responds. Tonight:
Could go quite late.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Your ability to cross
boundaries and get past problems emerges. Intuitively. you
know what is going on with others. Follow-through counts. Also.
go within before deciding to
make a big difference Take time
Just for yourself Tonight: Play a
favorite piece of music
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Relating on a one-onone level remains very important
if you are to achieve the type of
bond you need. News could be
more significant than you realize.
Fnends try to communicate -- listen. Their ideas could be valid.
Tonight: In the thick of things.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your sunny personality
opens doors and makes anything possible. If you really think
about it, you are going in a new
direction. Others really respect
your leadership. views and direction Realize what is happening.
Tonight. Sort through your invite-

tions, and then decide.
put pressure on nearly anyone.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
but especially you, as you seek
**** A boss might misinter- answers and resolutions. You
pret your playfulness as you not
want to resolve problems rather
caring. Stop and let others know than waddle in their wake. How
how much you consider certain you proceed is being observed
issues and exactly where you by many. Tonight: A must show.
are going with them. Tonight: AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Squeeze in a stress-buster.
***** You'll want to listen to
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
what is being tossed on your
***** You might want to plate. You have the unique abilimove forward and allow greater ty to take it on without even rufcreativity. Someone who often fling a feather! Postpone, and
opposes you could lust as easily you could be in a great deal of
become your ally if approached trouble. If you want to open up to
in a different and perhaps more change, let a family member
appropriate manner. Tonight• have his or her way! Tonight. All
Think "change'
smiles.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Try another approach **** A discussion reveals
with key people. Sometimes you
more possibilities than you iniget so into the goal, you forget tially realized. A slight correction
about the people and the might be in order. You could be
process. If you think you are drawn to one direction and
pushing the boundaries, maybe pushed in another. Give yourself
the time to try something new is some space and time to re-evalhere. Tonight Order in.
uate directions. Tonight: As you
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) like.
***** Keep talking, and open
up a problem or situation. BORN TODAY
Nurture. Listen to news with an Actor Kevin Bacon (1 958),
eye to the future If you wonder author Marianne Williamson
what is going on with an associ- (1952), singer Toby Keith (1961)
•••
ate or someone in your daily life,
stop and view life from this per- Jacqueline Bigar is on the
son's
perspective
Tonight' Internet at www.jacquelinebiHanging out.
garcom.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) (c) 2009 by King Features
**** A must-do situation can Syndicate Inc.

Norescope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday, July 8, 2009:
This year, you make quite a difference, as you are more than

willing to be creative and open
and to transform. A key person
in your life could be transforming in front of your very eyes.
You'll want to continue relating

to this person. As a result, you
step forward. The results flow
into other areas of your life. If
you are single, you could meet
many people. Your friends have
a certain image of you, and they
choose people they think will
work with that image. You
might need to go off and look
for the right match yourself.
2010 proves to be a strong relationship year. If you are
attached, the two of you need to
value the friendship as much as
the love bond. AQUARIUS
helps you bottom out.

(270)767-7909

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
ANDRUS Excavating 4-Positive; 3-Average. 2- Si)-so:
and Septic Systems.
I -Difficult

Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping
978-0404

Photo by Deborah West

Its unexpected surprises like Dennison's Roadside Market, between Glasgow and Uno, travelers will find when taking the back roads of Kentucky.

ARIES(March 21-Apr11 19)
**** Zero in on what you
want There will be twists and
turns on your path, which might
be quite unexpected. Utilize your

State park lodges, cottages.
bed and breakfast, and private
motels offer up great values.
many offering special rates during the week. There are quite a
few mom and pop motels in

Kentucky that are clean and
priced well. I can remember as
a small child traveling with my
mom and dad. My dad would
pull over for a night of lodging.
but before actually checking in
he would ask to see the room.
Most of the time everything was
in order, however, when it was
not, we drove on. l see nothing
wrong with that policy today,
particularly when dealing with
an unfamiliar motel. If for some
reason they won't let you
inspect a room, you don't want

where the locals eat, even if it's
only for one of those "get me
started" hearty breakfast meals.
Believe me Kentucky is dotted
with good places to eat.
Summer travel plans should
allow for some flexibility. You
may find a little side trip along
the way or discover some
unplanned shopping or sightseeing. Because of this its good to
have the phone number handy of
where you are going for the
night. This way you can notify

them of your late arrival.
Speaking of phones, remember
that not all cell phone service
works in certain parts of the
state, and also that Kentucky is
in two different time zones.
A thought out trip, regardless
of how insignificant it might
seem, will result in a better
experience.
So get up, get out, and get
going!
Gary P. West can be reached
at westI488@bellsouth.net.

lacueline Misr
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Looking Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of residents marching down Main
Street in the Freedom Fest
Parade. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Josh Michael Burchett. son
of Michael and Debbie Burchett,
and Janna Furches, daughter of
Tripp and Sharon Furches. represented Calloway County High
School at the recent Institute
for Future Agnicutlural Leaders
in Lexington
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Mike Burress,
June 23, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Faust() WeckJey Jr..
June 25.
20 years ago
Murray State University President Kala M. Stroup was reelected to the national executive board of Boy Scouts of
America at the June meeting in
Dallas. Texas.
: Published is a picture of Jen5sifer Fairbanks of Murray tryang a new technique described
by Sandy Sasso. instructor, as
:sari of the 29th annual Art
:Workshop at Murray State Unisversity.
t Births reported include a boy
to Kellie and Greg Mitchell, a
,girl to Angela and Tommy Foust
.and a boy to Angela and Lyle
'Clapp. June 30; and a boy to
Dud)! and Mickey Patton. July
?" 30 years ago
Plans for the new 10,325
!square foot post office facility
to serve Murray and Calloway
County have been completed
and contractors have been invited to bid on the construction.
The new structure will be built
on Chestnut Street, just west of
North 10th Street.
Don Henry. charinun of the
Murray Independent Board of
Education, was reappointed to the
State Advisory Vocational Education Council by Gov. Julian

Carroll.
James
C.
Hart M.D.
announces the association of
William G. Hart M.D. in the practise of ophthalmology
40 years ago
Published is a picture of
smoke coming out of the two
story block building at South
4th and Sycamore Streets. The
interior of the building was
destroyed by fire last night at
about 8 p.m. The photo was by
Staff Photographer
Charles
Tubbs.
Pvt. Ronald G. Reims. son
of Mr.and Mrs. Ralph Reavis
of Dexter, is nwo taking AIT
training at Fort Polk, La.
Thirty-five licenses for marnages were issued by the office
of Calloway County! Court Clerk
Douglas Shoemaker during the
month of June.
50 years ago
Dr. Charles A. Lassiter, formerly of Calloway County. has
been named head of the department of dairy at Michigan State
University.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Stone, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Hargrove, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Max Wilson and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Greely
Barnett.
Corvette Bowling Lanes will
open for business in Murray in
August.
60 years ago
Marlene Swann and Ola Mae
Hutchens, representatives of
Murray Training School Chapter of Future Homemakers of
America, will leave July 10 to
attend the FHA regional meeting at Columbus. Ohio.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J.I. Paschall, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs Herbert
Key and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Bryant.

Asking a father's permission
remains a cherished tradition
DEAR ABBY: You got it
all wrong with 'Dismayed in
Roswell, Ga." April 8), who
complained that his daughter's
fiance didn't ask his blessing
before proposing. I'm die mother of two high-school-age
daughters.
and it would
signal a rupture in our
relationship
if my husband and I
were
not
included in
the process.
You
made
it
sound like
By Abigail
this
selfVan Buren
supporting
daughter has
no obligation to help her father
and fiance begin their own
relationship as in-laws. This
is a perfect time for this
"grown" young woman to establish a mutually respectful
adult/parent connection. Advising Dad that the "gesture was
unwelcome" is advising him
to swallow all efforts to communicate and connect with his
daughter and her fiance, when
he clearly wants to be included.
I'm also unimpressed with
a young man who would make
no effort to ingratiate himself
to his future children's grandfather. Marriages in our society are struggling to survive
precisely because young people like those place no importance on building a support
system. We need our parents
and others to help us through
the tough challenges. As a
divorced father, "Dismayed"
deserves every opportunity

Dear Abby

Today In listory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. July 7. the
188th day of 2009. There are 177
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 7. 1865, four people
were hanged in Washington. D.C.,
for conspiring with John Wilkes
Booth to assassinate President
Abraham Lincoln.
On this date:
In 1898, the United States
annexed Hawaii.
In 1908, the Democratic national convention, which nominated
William Jennings Bryan for prasident. opened in Denver.
in i919, the first Transcontinental Motor Convoy, in which a
U.S. Army convoy of motorized
vehicles crossed the United States.
departed Washington, D.C. (The
trip ended in San Francisco on Sept.
6, 1919.)
In 1930, construction began on
Boulder Dam !later Hoover Dann.

In 1948, six female reservists
Ten years ago: In the first
became the first women to be sworn class-action lawsuit by smokers
into the regular U.S. Navy.
to go to trial, a jury in Miami
In 1969, Canada's House of held cigarette makers liable for
Commons gave final approval to making a defective product that
the Official Languages Act, mak- caused emphysema, lung cancer
ing French equal to English and other illnesses. (The jury later
throughout the national govern- ordered the tobacco didustry to
ment.
pay i45 billion in punitive damIn 1981. President Ronald Rea- ages, but the Florida Supreme Coto
gan announced he was nominat- in 2006 voided the award, sayitig
ing Arizona Judge Sandra Day each smoker's case had to be
O'Connor to become the first decided individually.(President Bill
female justice on the U.S. Supreme Clinton became the first chief
Court.
executive since Franklin D. RooIn 1983, 11-year-old Samantha sevelt to visit an Indian reservaSmith of Manchester, Maine, left tion as he toured the Pine Ridge
for a visit to the Soviet Union an Indian Reservation in South Dakothe personal invitatian of Soviet ta.
leader Yun V. Andropov.
Five years ago: Former Enron
In 2005, suicide terrorist bomb- chairman Kenneth Lay was indictings in three Underground sta- ed on criminal charges related to
tions and a double-decker bus killed the energy company's collapse.
52 victims and four bombers in (Lay was later convicted of fraud
the worst attack on London since and conspiracy, but died in July
World War II
2006 before he could be sentenced.)
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before the wedding to help his
daughter get it right the first
lime. -- JAN IN ST. PAUL
DEAR JAN: Your opinion
was shared by some -- but
certainly not all -- of those
who wrote to comment. Read
on:
DEAR ABBY: The custom
of asking a father for permission to marry his daughter is
outdated and for good reason.
It's not so much a gesture of
respect as a symbolic gesture
that indicates the woman is a
piece of property being "purchased" from the previous
owner (the father) by a prospective new owner (husband-tobe).
The daughter in that letter,
'Amanda,' is one of many
women today who regard the
practice as disrespectful to
women, not respectful to loving fathers. Dad's comment
about "who wears the pants'
in the family shows he feels
Amanda should be unequal and
subservient to her new "owner."
She wants no part of this custom, not because her fiance
"doesn't pass muster," but
because she lucked out and
found a man who, unlike her
dad, views her as an equal in
their relationship and, therefore,
is as offended as she is by
this outdated practice. -- OUTRAGED
IN
BELLEVUE,
WASH.
DEAR ABBY: "Dismayed"
said that his 24-year-old daughter was "out on her own, leading a productive life.' Why
should he feel that her hand
was his to give?
When I became engaged
after living independently for
a number of years. I made it
clear to my fiance that I would
be insulted if he asked my father
for permission to marry me.
Saying that it's a sign of respect
to Dad is missing the point
that treating a woman
a
free and independent person
is a sign of respect to HER.
-D
ALIF
IANE IN OAKDALE,
CALIF.
DEAR ABBY: Men should
ask the fathers of their bridesto-be foi penuissiouLk _sixes
the dads the oppottiatity• to
really talk to the men about
their intentions and vats. I
am 23 and many of my friends
are getting married. Each of
their fiances has asked their
father. And I would not accept
a ring unless my beloved had
asked mine. -- MEAGHAN IN
NEW YORK
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

Is colorblindness
hereditary?
DEAR DR. GOTT: My best
friend is colorblind Her husband
is not They have three children,
two girls and a boy Her daughters are not colorblind, but her
son is. How is this possible?
Could her girls have colorblind
children even though they themselves
are
not?
DEAR
READER:
Before
answer your
questions. I
will give a little
background information on the
eyes, color
deficiency
and total colorblindness.
By
The eyes
Dr. Peter Gott
contain colorsensing materials known as pigments There are three types of
these pigments: One responds to
long-wave colors, another medium-wave colors and the final
short-wave colors It simply takes
a defect in one of these to cause
a problem.
The most common form of
colorblindness or deficiency is
with red-green colors that cause
the sufferer to have trouble distinguishing between red and green.
However, this does not mean that
the person cannot see these colors. Mild defects can cause an
inability to differentiate only certain shades of red and green.
while severe forms may result in
red and green appearing to be the
same color.
Blue-yellow color deficiency'
is less common, and most people
with this type also have trouble
with red-green colors.
The most severe and rare type
is total colorblindness (achromatopsia), in which the sufferer
can see only in shades of gray.

This disorder is often accompanied by severe light sensitivity,
poor vision, lazy eye and small.
jerky eye movements known as
nystagmus.
Most cases of color deficiency or colorblindness are due to a
genetic anomaly and affect men
wore frequently than women
Hydroxychloroqwrie, a medication
taken for rheumatoid arthritis, can
also cause colorblindness.
Problems with color vision due
to a genetic problem are inherited. It as considered an X-Linked
recessive condition. This means
that the abnormality as carried on
the X-chromosomes. Because men
have only one X chromosome.
they need only one of the bad
genes for it to be active. Because
women have two X chromosomes,
they require two.
For a woman to be born colorblind, she would have to have
received abnormal X genes from
both her mother and father. A
man would receive it from only
his mother. Therefore, if a woman
is colorblind, all male children
she has will be as well, and all
female children will be carriers,
unless the father is also colorblind, in which case any children
the couple have would be affected.
Your friend's daughters are carriers for the anomaly, and each
has a 25 percent chance of having a colorblind son, a 25 percent chance of having a carrier
daughter and a 50 percent chance
of having a son or daughter who
is neither affected nor a carnet.
Her son, on the other hand, hal
a 50 percent chance of having a
normal son and a 50 percent
chance of having a carrier daugh:
ter.
The good news is that color
deficiency does not usually cause
disability, and most sufferers lead
relatively normal lives

Dr. Gott

Contract Bridge
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 1094
116 52
•Q 7 53
•J 7
WEST
EAST
•3
•7 6
VAJ8
•10 9 4 3
•1 10 9 4 2
•A K 8
4/Q 6 5 3
•K 10 9 2
SOUTH
4AQ1852
•6
i•A 84
The bidding:
South
West
North East
l•
Pass
2•
Pass
4•
Opening lead — jack of diamonds.
Many errors made by declarer are
due more to poor habits than poor
judgment. Mistakes of this sort are
often repeated over and over again
without the player realizing he has
done anything wrong.
For exam*,take this deal where
West led the jack of diamonds
against four spades. Declarer CMered the jack with the queen, losing
to the king. When Last continued
with the ace, South ruffed and drew
two rounds of trumps, ending in
dummy.
A heart was next led to the king

and West's ace, end declarer ruffed'
the diamond continuation. Since,
another heart and a club still had to.
be lost, South es entually finished
down one.
As happens so often, declarer lost
the contract on the very first trick,.
Because the queen of diamonds,
could not conceivably have won the opening trick, there NW no reason'
whatever to cover West's lead of the
jack with the queen. Instead. South
should have played low from.
dummy, hoping East had started with
either the doubleton A-K or the A-Ks of diamonds.
Let's say West shifts to a trump'
alter the jack holds the first trick.
Declarer wins in dummy, ruffs a diamond, crosses to dummy with a second trump and ruffs another diamond,
As it happens, the A-K of diamonds fall on the second and third,
rounds of the suit, establishing
dummy's queen as a trick on which
South can park his low heart. All ha'
loses later on is one heart trick and
one club, thus making the contract.
lilt turns out that the queen of
diamonds cannot be cons cried into a
trick -- which is likely to he the case.
far more often than not
declarer,
loses nothing at all by hissing made
the effort. He can still fall back on
leading hearts twice from dummy
toward his hand and hope to find
East with the ace.

Tomorrow: The scissors coup.
C 200e K.ng inkurrs S!
.nalcate

Crosswords
41
43
44
45

ACROSS
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P.O. service
Large amount
Author's need
Flamenco shout
Legends
Rap-sheet letters
15 Billiards stick
16 Famous lithographer
17 Get ready
18 Wild time
20 Take action
21 Corp exec.
23 Prickle
24 Rice entrees
28 Form 1040
sender
30 Kind of drill
32 Field crop
34 Giants hero of
yore
35 Casino city
36 Make obsolete
39 Prefix for
"recent'
40 Shows surprise
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9 Golfer's
benchmark
10 Make ends
meet
11 Short snooze
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I THINK THROUJIN6
ALL THOSE CURVE BALLS
PUT TOO MUCH STRAIN
ON MY ELBOW
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1 Former FOX
comedy
2 Common
ailment
3 Poor grades
4 Cause, as trouble (2 wds.)
5 Vast and hollow
6 Toward shelter
7 — Moines. Iowa
8 Retiree's

13

lid
NI ILJ

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

12

18

E

Brownie
Ave crosser
Plural indicator
Monastery
dweller
47 Night light?
50 Like the Mojave
51 Mild brew
54 Chum
55 Runway vehicle
56 Listener's need
57 "Futureworld"
name
58 Metallic sounds
59 Ice metier

1
4
9
12
13
14

Murray IL

56
59

52

53

17 Kind of bear
19 Lead,
in the lab
20 Gloomy
21 Country
parson
22 Opposite
of supine
24 Tinkering
25 Pharaoh's god
26 Gives a ticket
27 Dart away
29 Baja Ms.
31 Depot into
33 Friendlier
37 Milk cays
38 Misses a syllable
42 Scale note
45 Funny —
Lebowitz
46 AAA suggestions
47 Watch secretly
48 Frat (alter
49 Every one
50 "Thnlla in
Manila" boxer
52 — de cologne
53 Son of Val
and Aleta
55 Not C 0 D
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PREP SOFTBALL ROUN DI I'

High hires Booth for softball
Play Murray
LADY TIGERS WILL
NAME
NEW SOFTBALL
ball! COACH
TODAY
In the
fall...
David Fields confirmed Tuesday
morning.
Booth served as head baseball coach
at Fulton County in 2(X)8 and led the
Pilots to a region tournament berth.
He returned to Murray. his alma mater,
prior to the 2008-09 school year and
served as an assistant football coach
on Steve Duncan's staff.
tor

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
Ted Booth will be the new head
softball coach at Murray, athletic three-

PARKS
DEPARTMENT
TO RESURRECT
FALL BASEBALL,
CO-ED
SOFTBALL
I* TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
With a particularly large class
of six-year-olds making the
adjustment from 1-ball to
machine pitch compt.:ition this
summer,
Murray-Calloway.
County Parks sports director
Keith Williams has a plan to
lessen the learning curve.
For the first time in five
years, the parks will offer fall
baseball beginning in August,
but the focus will be different
than ever before. Williams says.
The competitive atmosphere
of summer league play will be
replaced by an environment
organizers hope will foster
development and improvement.
"It's going to be more developmental," Williams said. "I've
sat and watched a lot of these
younger kids that have just
moved up and they're really
struggling."
Fall baseball will be offered
for pitching machine and firstyear kid pitch — or for kids
who will be playing in age
groups 6-10 next summer.
There will be no trophies
or sponsors and practice will
be emphasized over game play,
Williams says.
"During games, coaches will
be able to walk out and say,
'Hey, this is what we're doing
wrong here' versus during the
summer when, as much as I
hate saying it, it's all about
winning," he said. "We're not
playing for any trophies and
it's going to be very laid back."
Sign-ups began Monday and
run through July 31. The season will begin Aug. 6 and conclude at the end of September.
When the parks last offered
fall ball in 2004, Williams said
it began with a similar goal
in mind — the development
of fundamentals in younger
kids — but deviated from its
original intent.
This time, he wants to make
sure coaches and players understand the intent of the league.
"It wound up that a couple
of teams took it more seriously." he said. "This time. I'm
going to have a lot of group
practices, especially for the nine
and ten-year-olds. We'll probably set days where we get
certain age groups to come in
and work on nothing but hitting."
children
Participating
shouldn't have to choose
between baseball and traditional fall sports such as football
:Ind soccer, Williams says. The
schedule will be flexible from
team to team and will work
around youth soccer schedules.
"We may have to juggle a
group from one night to another night after we find out how
many of them are playing soccer so we can at least get them
in for practice," he said.
Mayfield regularly offers fall
baseball, Williams said, but that
league is more competitive as
fundamentalsto
opposed
focused.
II See PARKS. 10

-

Park Play:
Baseball/Softball

Youth basebs11
Ages: 6-10(age levels are !or next
summer)
Sign-ups: July 6-31
Season: Aug 6-Sept 29
Cost: $35 per child
Adult co-ed softbell
Sign-ups: July 6-31
Season: Aug 6-end of October
Cost: $35 per person i no indrvidual
sign-UPS 10-person teams only)

He will be the program's fifth coach
in six years.
Booth replaces Kyle Smith, who accumulated a 25-31-1 record over two seasons at the helm. Smith, who was not
re-hired at Murray. is being considered
for the vacant head coaching position
at Graves County.
"We're excited about the idea of

having some stability in the program,"
Fields said. "We've had quite a lot of
turnover with the softball program in
recent years and he's a man who knows
the game."
The hire was the third head coaching hire for Murray this summer.
For the full story, see Wednesday's
Ledger & Times.

NFL ROUNDUP

PGA ROUNDUP

liming Is Everything
MARK HUMPHREY / AP

Steve Fisher talks about the
man Steve McNair was in
a
press
confrence
in
Nashville
on
Monday.
McNair, a former NFL quarterback with the Houston
Oilers, Tennessee Titans,
and Baltimore Ravens, was
found dead of gunshot
wounds along with a 20-yearold woman in a downtown
Nashville condominium July
4. according to police

Fisher: A
'great
person,'
will be
missed
STAR QB's BRIEF
AFFAIR ENDS IN
TRAGEDY

NICK WASS

AP

Tiger Woods tees off the 13th hole during the final round of the AT&T National golf tournament at Congressional Country Club Sunday in Bethesda, Md.

WOODS GOES TO ANOTHER
By DOUG FERGUSON
BETHESDA. Md. (AP) -iger Woods watched good friend
Roger Federer in the championship
match at Wimbledon for as long
as he could before heading out to
prepare for the final round of the
AT&T National.
The fifth set was tied at 14 when he
was on the putting green. When he arrived
at the practice range. he heard that Federer finally broke the serve of Andy Roddick
to win 16-14, capturing a record 15th title
in Grand Slam events, one more than Woods
has majors.
He paused to take his cell phone from
his golf bag and send Federer a text message: Great job. Now it's my turn."
He smiled as a room full of reporters
laughed. Woods knew what they were thinking and quickly corrected them.
"Not by 15," he said. "I meant win
today."
He took care of that Sunday at Congressional. although it wasn't quite as dramatic. Tied going into the final round — a
position from which Woods has not lost in
nearly' use years — he surged past Antho-

T

MAJOR OFF ANOTHER WIN

ny Kim with three birdies in a five-hole
stretch, only to see that Hunter Mahan had
joined Woods atop the leaderboard by tying
the course record with a 62.
He saved par on the next two holes,
from a tough spot in the hunker and with
a 6-foot putt to atone for a pedestrian chip,
then turned another poor chip into a winner when he holed a 20-foot birdie putt on
the 16th hole.
Woods wound up with a 3-under 67 and
a one-shot victory, his third this season in
nine starts.
It would seem as though the timing was
impeccable. What better way to go into a
major than by winning?
But that hasn't helped him lately. Woods
also won the Arnold Palmer Invitational in
his final start before the Masters, then struggled with his swing and finished four shots
behind. Then came a victory at the Memorial. where he rarely missed a fairway, only
to go to the U.S. Open without being able
to make a putt.
Asked if that had crossed his mind.
Woods smiled.
"It has now,- he said. "Hopefully. I can
play like I did this week and continue to
El See TIGER. 10

W ratings for AT&T
National triple from
last year
NEW YORK (AP) — Tiger Wool'
win at the AT&T National drew an
overnight rating more than three times
higher than last year. when he was
injured.
CBS said on Monday that Sun.
day's final round of the tournament
Woods hosts earned a 4.6 rating and_
11 share. up from the I.5/3 a
ago.
It was the highest rating for
non-major on CBS since the Buick
Invitational in January .20()x. which
Woods also won.
Ratings represent the percentage
of all households with televisions
tuned into a program, and shares represent the percentage of all homes
with TVs in use at the time. Overnight
ratings measure the nation'ti largest
markets.

By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Wnter
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— An emotional Jeff Fisher says
his former quarterback Steve
McNair was a "great person"
who put the Tennessee Titans'
franchise on the NFL map.
The Titans coach Monday
called the slain quarterback one
of the "greatest competitors of
all time on the field." Fisher
was the only coach McNair
had for the first 11 years of
his NFL career, and the coach
said McNair's legacy is what
he did on the field and in the
community.
"The Steve McNair that 1
knew would want me to say,
'I'm sorry. I'm not perfect. We
all make decisions sometimes
that are not in the best interests. Please forgive me.' The
Steve McNair that I knew would
want me to say, 'Celebrate my
life for what I did on the field,
for what I did in the community, the kind of teammate that
I was," Fisher said.
-That's what the Steve that
I knew would want me to say."
McNair apologized publicly
in 2003 hours after being
charged with drunk driving
when he had a 0.18 blood alcohol content. This time the consequences of his actions were
fatal.
McNair was found shot to
death Saturday. alongside 20year-old Sahel Kazemi in
Nashville. Police have said
McNair,a married father of four,
had been dating Kazemi and
ruled his death a homicide. A
Kazemi relative said she bought
a gun a couple days before
the shootings.
The Titans coach had been
in Iraq as part of an NFL trip
last week to visit the military.
His cell phone service resumed
after the group landed in
Kuwait. and Fisher noticed a
string of calls had come in
when Eddie George called and
wound up informing the coach
of McNair's death.
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Parks League
Week in Review
_

The Marshall County Magic U16 softball team won
the 2009 USFA 4th of July NIT in
Mayfield this past weekend. Front row, from left- Kartee
Wilson (Calloway), Ashley Denhp (Marshall), Kristin Boggess (Calloway), Landon Lovett,
Allie Moore, Gabby Lovett
arid Mallory Young (all of Marshall). Back row, from left:
Coach Ricky Denfip, Whitney
Gardner (Calloway), Anna Maziarka (Marshall), Coach Trent
Lovett, Stephanie Helton
(Marshall), Rachel Todd (Reidland) and Heather Hayden
(Reidland). They will play this
weekend at the ASA State Tournament in Bowling Green.
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Loser's Bracket Dame 2
710 p.m
Peary
Loiters Smoke Gams 3
6p m
1/4 winner vs 2/6 winner
7 30 p m
ilieurday
Unor's Braciet Champ
930 cm
°trowel:up
11 a.m
Mustang Loreto*
W I
Pet
Taco John's
9 2
818
Dr Bobo
6 5
571
Murray Anima Hosp 4 7
333
The Trophy Case
3 8
.273
Last Weald* Owes
Trophy Casa del. Dr Bobo
Murray Animal Hosp. del Taco John's
Taco John's dc..1 Murray Animal Hosp.
Tourney acheduke
Monday
Taco John's oaf. Trophy Case
Dr Bobo de Murray Animal Hospital

The Murray-Calloway Youth Swim Team recentl
y traveled to the Hopkinsville Golf and
Country Club to participate in a summer swim
meet. Rick McGee and Julie Santiago
coached the lean-, at the event.

•"Tiger

1
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build next week. Our practice
sessions, hopefully we'll do some
good work and continue to build
on what we're doing right now."
The British Open is at Turnberry, a links course Woods has
never seen. That shouldn't be
an issue, he had never been to
Royal Liverpool in 2006 until
dismantling the course to win
by two at 18-under 270.
He made it clear last week,
however, that he needs all facets
of his game to be working —
driving, iron play, chipping and
putting — to win a major because
the Grand Slam events demand
so much.
It looked plenty good to Kim.
The 24-year-old from California, who used Woods as his
role model growing up and practiced beating him with 10-foot
putts, went from a one-shot lead
to a three-shot deficit in a matter of four holes, and never
caught up. It was their first time
playing together, and Kim still
hasn't finished higher than Woods
in any event.
: "I have seen him dissect a
golf course," Kim said. "He's
done it to perfection in many
Youmarnents. Now 1 just need
Zo go and learn. I'll learn a lot
from this event."
Mahan's 62 tied the course
record that Kim had set on
Thursday, although this one came
in the final round when the
greens were more firm and the

flags were tucked. It was four
shots better than anyone else
Sunday.
It still wasn't enough, and
Mahan figured that would be
the case considering Woods had
six holes remaining.
"He knows how to play this
game better than anybody,"
Mahan said.
The left knee that caused
Woods to miss the British Open
and the second half of last year
is no longer an issue. Woods
said that's one reason he is driving the ball so well, which was
evident at Congressional.
Swing coach Hank flabey
will travel to Orlando, Fla., this
week to work with Woods. They
won't be able to mimic links
conditions, how the ball reacts
not only in crosswinds, but when
it hits the ground.
"Just making sure that you
can flight your ball and making sure you can maneuver it
both ways efficiently," Woods
said of his practice sessions.
"Because over there, you don't
know what kind of weather you're
going to get"

A victory would give him 15
majors, although he is pursuing
Jack Nicklaus and his 18 majors,
not Federer and his 15.
"Our playing career is a little bit longer than theirs," Woods
said. "So I've got one good
thing there."
Sunday was the second time
this year that Woods and Federer have won on the same day.
He was a few minutes late getting to the practice range at the
Memorial last month because he
wanted to see the end of the
French Open, which Federer won
to complete the Grand Siam.
More text!messages followed, and
Woods rallied from five shots
behind.
There's one big difference
between their victories, however.
"He won the French and I
won Memorial, so it was kind
of, 'Let's do it on the same
day. Let's do it again today,—
Woods said. "His are a hell of
a lot bigger than mine. though.
He won two Slams, and 1 won
two tour events. Hopefully, I
can get the majors now."

Theory

(1) Racers vs.(3)Coles and Sons6 pm
(2) Papa John's vs. V3 loser 7.30 p.m.
Thuretiey
Chanpeonahip gene
6pm.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
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Al A Glance
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—
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1
Tampa Bay
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Toronto
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7
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Minnesota
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Chicago
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Monday* Drees
Toronto 7, N V Yankees
Kansas Cny 4, Detroit 3
Oakland 6 Boston 0
L.A Angers 9, Texas 4
Seattle 5 Ballirnore 0
illeaday's Ganes
Kansas City (Chen 0-2) at Cosecs,
(Wender 6-4). 6:05 p.m.
Toronto (Rzseczynale 0-0) et Tamps
Bay (J Shiites 6-6). 6:06 p.m
Oadend (Evetand 1-2) at Boston
Beulah 9-3). 610 p.m
N V Yankees (Iliesethia 7-5) at
Minnesota (S Baker 8-6). 7:10pm
Cleveland (Sowers 2-6) at a'ilaigo
Whits Sox (Bushels 9-21,711 p.m
Texas (Nippon 0-0) at LA hogs:.
(Loewy 3-3). 905 p m
Baltimore (Duties 8-6) al Seattle
Bedard 5-2). 9 10 pm

National League
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7
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43
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San Diego

35 47 427
17
34 49 41018 112

Monday's Games
Chicago Cuba 4, Atlanta 2
Philadeipha 22, Cincinnati 1
Houston 4, Pittsburgh 1
Coaxed° 1, Washington 0
Arizona 6. San Diego 5
San Francisco 5. Flores 4
Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati (Hwang 5-81 at Philadelphia
(Hopp 5-0). 606 p m
LA Dodosrs (Kershaw 5-6) at N.V.
Mea (Paifey 6-3), 6 10 p.m
Atlanta (.1 Vazquez 5-7) at Chicago
Cubs (Dempster 5-5), 705 pm
Pittsburgh (Matintm 5-4) at Houston
(Moeller 5-4). 705 p.m
St Louts (Wainwright 8-5) at MilweuMpit
(Ceased° 8-51. 7:06 pin
Washington (Zimmemerin 3-3) at
Colorado (Hammel 5-4), 740 pm
San Diego (Correia 5-6) at Arizona
(0 Davis 3-6).6-40 p.m.
Flores (Jo.Johneon 7-1) at San
Francisco (Zito 4-6), 9. 15 p.m.

Tribune, Ricketts reach
Cubs sale deal

CHICAGO (AP) — The Tribune Co. his reached a written
agreement to sell the Chicago
Cubs, Wrigley Field and other
assets to the family of TD Amer.
Made founder Joe Ricketts for
about $900 million, a person
close to the negotiations said Monday.
The agreement was reached
over the weekend and a document outlining the deal — called
a term sheet -- was sent to
Major League Baseball for review,
according to the person, who
spoke on condition of anonymi-

ty because the agreement had
not been announced.
The term sheet is not a final
agreement, according to the person, who added that it contains
details on how the Ricketts family will finance the deal. The
deal also would give the Ricketts family a 25 percent interest
in a regional cable television
sports network.
Tribune Co. would not confirm an agreement nad been
reached.

Mickelson's mother
diagnosed with breast cancer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Six weeks after Phil
Mickelson announced his wife had breast cancer, his mother was diagnosed with the disease
and is to have surgery later this week.
The San Diego Union-Tribune reported on
its Web site that Mary Mickelson discovered
she had breast cancer last week. She is to
have surgery Friday at the MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, the same hospital where
Mickelson's wife, Amy, had surgery last Wednesday.
Mickelson's sister, Tina, told the newspaper
she wanted to make her mother's condition
know so she could receive the same outpouring of support and prayers that meant so much
to Amy Mickelson.

Mickelson has not spoken publicly since the
U.S. Open where he was a runner-up for a
record fifth time.
His parents live in the same San Diego
house where they raised their three children.
Mary Mickelson was honored in 1998 as "Mother of the Year" by the San Diego chapter of
the March of Dimes. She said at the time. "I
don't know if I've done anything extra than
other mothers. We've always been involved
and have just been there."
Mickelson said at Bethpage Black that it
was "highly unlikely" he would play the British
Open, and said his schedule the rest of the
year depended on his wife's battle with cancer.

Kopperud Realty began advertising in the
Murray Ledger & Times when we opened our
office in January 1976. Through the years the
Ledger has proven to be an important part of
our marketing plan. We rely on our newspape
r
ads to inform the public ofthe real estate
services we offer, and to showcase our home
s
and other properties.
- Bill Kopperud
Kopperud Realty
To find out how we can help grow your busi
ness call our
Advertising Department at

GB
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Why I Advertise....

•Parks
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Youth baseball isn't the only
new addition to the parks sports
slate this fall
Williams will also offer adult
co-ed softball beginning in
August and running through
October, responding to what
he called a "big demand".
"Kirksey has always done
softball and Marshall County
started doing a spring and a
fall league," he said. 'People
want to play here in Murray
as opposed to having to drive
other places. I think this year
Marshall County had four teams
from Murray playing in spring
league."
Softball sign-ups are underway now and run through July
31. At least 10 players — five
men and five women -- must
be signed up on each team. A
maximum of 16 people will
be allowed on a team.

Bronco League
W
L.
Pet
Racers
9 3
727
Pape John s
7 5
.636
Cola, & Sons Farms 2 10
167
Last Week's Orme
Racers def Coles and Bons
Paw John's del Coati and Sons
Racers clef Pape John's
Mornay schedule
Monday
(3) Coles aid Sons 1st (2)Papa John's
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